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Abstract
This paper focusses on explicit substitutions in the -calculus. The investigation is carried on
in the -calculus, a process calculus with explicit constructors to handle name substitutions.
The -calculus has already been shown to capture -calculus bisimulation semantics. Here we
extend the -calculus to characterize late -congruences, both strong and weak. A coincidence
result with open semantics is proved, too. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: -calculus semantics; Late bisimulations; Late congruences; Open semantics; CCS
bisimulations
0. Introduction
The -calculus [19] is a process calculus that allows the description of mobile sys-
tems. The calculus, that has been shown to have great ;exibility and expressive power,
exploits a name-passing interaction paradigm. Names, synonyms of channels, can be
sent around and received, possibly changing the local=global acquaintances of inputting
processes. For instance, conveying that >xz and x(y) stay, respectively, for an output and
an input action at channel x, the following behaviour holds of process >xz:P | x(y):Q:
>xz:P | x(y):Q 
→P |Q{z=y};
meaning that process >xz:P | x(y):Q can perform a 
-action and then behave like P in
parallel with the actual instance of Q where all the free occurrences of y have been
replaced by z.
As the above transition highlights, name substitution has a fundamental role in the
operational semantics of the -calculus. This same in;uence holds at the extensional
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level of bisimulation semantics, essentially due to the fact that substitutions can increase
process move capabilities. For instance, both early [20] and late [19] bisimulations fail
to be congruences w.r.t. input actions. The canonical example to see this is in terms of
the interleaving interpretation of parallel composition, which equates the two processes
(>x |y) and (>x:y + y: >x) (unnecessary syntactic details have been omitted). Each of the
– both strong and 
-forgetting – early and late bisimulation semantics, here generically
denoted by ˙, is such that
>x |y ˙ >x:y + y: >x
x(y):( >x |y) ˙ x(y):( >x:y + y: >x)
The reason for the above inequivalence is that, whenever the leading input action x(y)
causes y to be instantiated by x, the left-hand process x(y):( >x |y) can perform a 
-move
that the right-hand agent is not able to match.
The usual way to extract a full congruence  from the corresponding bisimulation
relation ˙ passes through a closure over name substitutions, so that classical deHnitions
read as follows:
P  Q iI P ˙ Q for all substitutions :
The universal quantiHcation over name substitutions is a prohibitive requirement to
check in practice. Full congruences, though, are much more appealing than the corre-
sponding bisimulations. In fact, if  is a congruence relation, then the proof of PQ
is all we need to infer that C[P] C[Q], regardless of the actual composition of the
context C[ ]. Hence, congruences grant modularity and compositionality to semantic
reasoning, and also provide remarkable advantages in pragmatical applications. Think,
for instance, of the above process C[P] as the speciHcation of a complex system,
and of Q as some reHnement of the sub-system P. Then, the possibility of inferring
C[P] C[Q] from PQ is a clear advantage over checking the equivalence of the
whole processes C[P] and C[Q].
In this paper we investigate on -calculus congruences resorting to the explicit
handling of name substitutions. This approach highlights some subtleties of the role
of name instantiation in -calculus, and allows the reformulation of PQ as CCS-
bisimulation of one single pair of -processes.
Our study is carried on in the -calculus, a generalization of the calculus appeared
in [9]. The ground -calculus was introduced with the intent of explicitly mirroring
into a CCS-like setting the -calculus meta-syntactic operation of substitution. The
underlying motivation for this was the possibility to easily export to the -calculus
some well-known results about the automated veriHcation and the mathematical theory
(logical, axiomatic, and denotational) of CCS equivalences (see, e.g., [5, 12, 4, 10, 2]).
The main operational idea underpinning the -calculus is to avoid to directly apply
name substitutions to -processes. The generic -process looks like  ::P, where 
plays the role of an environment and represents associations among names, and P is a
process obtained by the usual -calculus syntax added with abstraction preHxes ‘y.’.
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These last preHxes permit an explicit interpretation of the name instantiations activated
by the execution of input actions. In particular, -preHxes are used to associate a
concrete operational counterpart to the name substitution occurring in the deHnition of
the input clause of -calculus bisimulations, whose strong late version reads like the
following:
if P
x(y)→ P′ with y fresh; then there is Q′ such that
Q
x(y)→ Q′ and for all w; P′{w=y} is late bisimilar to Q′{w=y}:
The -calculus operational semantics is deHned as a two-level transition system. The
low-level system leaves environments unaIected. It deHnes the relation P
;C→P′ where
C makes explicit the requirements on names which are to be met in order for the
symbolic step to be converted into a concrete move. The top-level transition system is
then deHned by rules of the following shape:
P
;C→P′
 :: P
(′ ;;C)→ ′ :: P′
′ ∈ (; ; C)
Function  takes care of extending the environment  with the name associations
induced by the symbolic transition P
;C→P′. Function  yields a concrete action, so that
the extensional semantics of the calculus can be expressed by standard strong and weak
bisimulations.
In [9, 8] it was shown the coincidence of -calculus semantics with -calculus
bisimulation semantics. In the present paper we stress the correspondence between -
calculus name substitutions and -calculus environments, and extend the -calculus
to characterize late congruences, both strong and weak.
First, we show that in -calculus the congruence PQ can be expressed in terms
of a Hnite number of bisimilarity checks P˙Q, for carefully chosen substitutions .
Then we prove that, in the -calculus, suitable -closures of P and Q induce, in an
eIective way, the generation of those environments corresponding to the Hnite set of
substitutions suLcient to infer PQ from the bisimilarities of P and Q. By this,
we prove a coincide result with late strong and weak congruences.
As a further step in our investigation, we argue that for strong semantics a simi-
lar result can be more eLciently achieved by adequately sophisticating the notion of
environment so to allow a call-by-need name instantiation strategy. This leads to the
deHnition of the non-ground -calculus that we show to coincide with late -calculus.
Eventually, an analogous call-by-need instantiation discipline is also used to character-
ize open semantics [24].
Our treatment of explicit substitutions departs considerably from the theory of explicit
substitutions in the -calculus [1]. We do not aim at axiomatizing the meta-syntactic
operation of name substitutions, but rather at giving it an explicit operational interpre-
tation as close as possible to the deHnition of an abstract machine for the -calculus.
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The main advantage of the approach is that it allows us to reason about -calculus
congruences in terms of substitution-free bisimulation semantics. Precisely, we prove
statements of the shape
PQ iI  :: P′ l  :: Q′;
where l is the appropriate CCS bisimulation, and P′, Q′ are either suitable transforma-
tions of P and Q, or P, Q themselves. Moreover, except for the unguarded behaviour of
the replication operator,  ::P′ and  ::Q′ can always be modelled by Hnitely branching
structures, which is generally not the case for data-dependent processes.
The adoption of standard bisimulation semantics permits the re-use of both the math-
ematical theory and the veriHcation tools conceived and developed for CCS. For in-
stance, though we do not focus on this issue in the present paper, complete axiom
systems for late congruences can be easily provided by taking advantage of the CCS
meta-theory on SOS formats. Furthermore, for each of the semantics we tackle, the
implementation of a veriHcation platform would consist in designing a tool for the gen-
eration of the relevant transition graphs, and in interfacing it with a CCS-bisimulation
checking tool, like, e.g., the Concurrency Workbench [5]. A prototype tool developed at
Pisa University to decide -calculus bisimilarity uses exactly this kind of technique [7].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 1 and 2 contain the necessary
background on -calculus and ground -calculus, respectively. In Section 3 we Hrst
prove that each late congruence can be expressed as the conjunction of a Hnite number
of corresponding bisimilarities. Then, building on this property, late -congruences are
characterized in terms of standard strong and weak bisimilarities of one single suitable
pair of ground -processes. In Section 4 non-ground -calculus is introduced. Then,
from a more promising perspective, another characterization of late strong congruence
is stated. A coincidence result with open semantics is also shown. Section 5 contains
some concluding remarks. Eventually, Appendix A reports (minor modiHcations and
extensions of) the encodings and constructions which appeared in [9] and are recalled
to prove, in Appendix B, the characterization of open congruence.
1. The -calculus
An overview of the -calculus follows. Let N be a denumerably inHnite set of
names, ranged over by x; y; z; : : : : The syntax of -calculus processes (ranged over by
P;Q; : : :) is deHned by the following grammar:
P ::= nil | x(y):P | >xy:P | 
:P | P + P | P |P | [x = y] P | (y) P | !P
PreHxes x(y); >xy, and 
 are called, respectively, bound input, free output, and silent
(or internal, or unobservable) action. The adjective bound recalls that brackets act as
a formal binder, namely all of the free occurrences of y in P are bound by x(y) in
x(y):P. The restriction operator (y) in (y)P is another kind of formal binder. PreHx >xy
is given the appellative of free as opposed to the bound output action >x(y). This last
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Table 1
The -calculus operational semantics

:P

→P x(y): P x(w)→ P{w=y} w =∈ fn((y))P)
>xy:P
>xy→P
P
→P′
[x = x]P
→P′
P
→P′
P + Q
→P′
P
→P′
P |Q →P′ |Q
bn() ∩ fn(Q) = ∅
P
>xy→P′ Q x(z)→ Q′
P |Q 
→P′ |Q′{y=z}
P
>x(w)→ P′ Q x(w)→ Q′
P |Q 
→ (w)(P′ |Q′)
P
→P′
(y)P
→ (y)P′
y =∈ n()
P
>xy→P′
(y)P
>x(w)→ P′{w=y}
y 	= x; w =∈ fn((y)P′)
P | !P →P′
!P
→P′
action is not available at the syntactic level, and denotes the ability to communicate
at x the private name y. Either in x(y) or in >xy or in >x(y), the name x is said to be
the subject, while y is called the object. Also, for the bound input x(y), the name y
is sometimes referred to either as parameter or as placeholder.
If a name is not bound, it is called free. The set of names occurring free in the action
 is written fn(). Dually, the set of bound names is written bn(). The set of names
of the action , written n(), is deHned to be the union of its free and bound names.
The unobservable action 
 is such that n(
) = ∅. Free and bound names of process P,
denoted fn(P) and bn(P), respectively, are deHned in the obvious way. Also, n(P) =
fn(P)∪ bn(P), and fn(P;Q) is sometimes used as a shorthand for fn(P)∪ fn(Q).
The -calculus operational semantics is deHned inductively, in the style of [22], by
the rules shown in Table 1 together with additional symmetric rules for binary oper-
ators. Some of the rules, and in general most of the -calculus theory, make use of
the meta-syntactic operation of name substitution. Name substitutions (ranged over by
; ′; : : :) are functions fromN toN deHned almost everywhere as the identity. Some-
times, when the substitution  diIers from the identity for the names in {x1; : : : ; xn}; 
is simply written {x1=x1; : : : ; xn=xn}. The sets {x1; : : : ; xn} and {x1; : : : ; xn} are then
referred to as domain and codomain of , written Dm() and Im(), respectively. The
term P denotes the process obtained from P by simultaneously substituting, for each
x, any free occurrence of x in P by x, with change of bound names to avoid name
clashes. We will use the symbol ≡ to denote the relation of -convertibility. Syntactic
identity of P and Q will be written P ≡ Q.
Process operational behaviours are quotiented by strong or weak equivalence rela-
tions deHned as bisimulation games. Distinct semantics have been deHned, re;ecting
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diIerent strategies for the actual instantiation of names. For instance, depending on the
assumed relative atomicity of the act of committing on the input channel and the act
of instantiating the input placeholder, -calculus bisimulation semantics naturally split
into early and late families [19].
Late semantics gives input actions a functional operational intuition. When inputting,
a process becomes a function of the actual transmitted name. So, the input clauses of
late bisimulation games claim that the derivatives of the inputting processes continue
to simulate each other for all the possible instantiations of the formal parameter. In
the following, as usual, we let ⇒ be the re;exive and transitive closure of 
→ , ⇒ be
⇒ →⇒, and ˆ⇒ be ⇒ if  = 
, ⇒ otherwise.
Denition 1. Let S be a binary symmetric relation over -calculus processes. Then
• S is a strong late bisimulation if PSQ implies that
– if P →P′ with  = x(y) and bn() =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q →Q′ and
P′SQ′;
– if P
x(y)→ P′ with y =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q x(y)→ Q′ and, for all w, P′{w=y}
SQ′{w=y}.
• S is a weak late bisimulation if PSQ implies that
– if P →P′ with  = x(y) and bn() =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q ˆ⇒ Q′ and
P′SQ′;
– if P
x(y)→ P′ with y =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q⇒ x(y)→ Q′ and, for all w,
P′{w=y}
SQ′{w=y}.
P is strong late bisimilar to Q, written P ∼˙L Q, if PSQ for some strong late bisim-
ulation S.
P is weak late bisimilar to Q, written P ≈˙ L Q, if PSQ for some weak late bisimu-
lation S.
P is weak late equal to Q, written P ˙ L Q, iI P ≈˙ L Q and whenever P 
→P′ then
for some Q′, Q 
⇒ Q′ with P′ ≈˙ L Q′, and symmetrically.
A couple of observations about the previous deHnition are worth noticing. First, the
input clause of weak late bisimilarity breaks down the double arrow of the usual CCS
deHnition of weak bisimilarity [16]. Nevertheless, the claim of instantiating y just after
the input move is not surprising if we think again of the late functional intuition about
input steps. Interpreting the derivative processes P′ and Q′ as functions of y, requires
the bisimilarity of P′{w=y} and Q′{w=y} for all w, without giving Q′ the opportunity
of silently slip to a distinct function. Second, weak late bisimilarity is not preserved
by non-deterministic context. Analogously to the CCS case, to guarantee substitutivity
in those contexts, weak late equality requires each initial silent action to be matched
by at least one unobservable move.
All the above late behavioural relations are equivalences, but none of them is pre-
served by substitution of names, and then by input preHx. For instance, process P ≡
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[x=y] >xx:nil, having no outgoing transition, is both bisimilar and equal to the inac-
tive process nil. This is no longer true after substituting x for y in P, and hence when
checking, e.g., the corresponding equivalence of x(y):P and x(y):nil. Equivalences pre-
served by input preHx are deHned by requiring bisimilarity over all name substitutions.
Denition 2. Let P and Q be -calculus processes. Then P and Q are
– strong late congruent, written P ∼L Q, if P ∼˙L Q for all substitutions ,
– weak late congruent, written P L Q, if P ˙ L Q for all substitutions .
Also, we write P ≈L Q, if P ≈˙ L Q for all substitutions .
We adopt here a notational convention which is common in the -calculus literature:
equivalences which are not preserved by name substitutions are denoted by dotted
relational symbols. We will refer to these equivalences calling them bisimulations.
Undotted relational symbols are reserved for equivalences which are preserved by name
substitutions. We will generically call congruences these last relations. Notice though
that, just as ≈˙ L, the relation ≈L is not preserved by non-deterministic contexts, and
hence, strictly speaking, is not a full congruence.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, we will refer to semantics of the late
family, so the adjective ‘late’ will be freely omitted. Unnecessary syntactic details,
like, e.g., trailing :nil’s, will also be omitted.
2. The ground -calculus
This section provides an overview of the ground -calculus, a generalization of
the calculus appeared in [9]. Some coincidence results with -calculus bisimulation
semantics are also collected. In Appendix A, we report the main constructions and
encodings needed to prove those results, and we comment on which extent the actual
proofs diIer from those presented in [9]. For complete details the reader is referred to
[23].
In the -calculus, processes (ranged over by S; S1; : : :) are written  ::P. The right
component of the state operator ‘ :: ’ is essentially a -calculus process, while 
keeps track of the associations among names carried out in the past of the ongoing
computation. Name substitutions are never applied to the right component of process
 ::P, and  can be viewed as an environment giving the actual associations of names.
The syntax of the right component of process  ::P is formally deHned as follows.
P ::= nil | x(y):P | y:P | >xy:P | 
:P | P + P | P |P | [x = y]P | (y)P | !P
We assume that there is no homonymy either among bound names or among free
and bound names of P. This assumption, that amounts to reason up to -conversion,
could be easily fulHlled by using an indexing mechanism a lSa De Bruijn. But for this
requirement on names, preHxes y, which act as formal binders, are the single novelty
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w.r.t. the -calculus syntax. For convenience, in spite of these new preHxes, we will
often refer to the right component of any -calculus process as to -calculus process.
The operational role of the preHx y is to trigger the instantiation of the name y.
In the calculus appeared in [9] there was no explicit operator for this, and instantiation
was obtained using a more complex semantics. The introduction of -preHxes allows us
to simplify the semantic model in [9] and most of the constructions and intermediate
results needed to prove characterization theorems.
The operational semantics of the -calculus is based on a two-stage approach. The
Hrst stage consists in the deHnition of a symbolic semantics where transition labels
record requirements on names. The evaluation of those requirements is the main concern
of the top-level transition system.
The symbolic operational semantics is given by the axioms and rules reported in
Table 2 together with symmetric rules for choice and parallel composition. At this
Hrst operational level, requirements on names are not checked and name instantiation
is not applied to processes, but rather recorded by transition labels (ranged over by
!, !′; : : :). Labels are pairs of the form 〈; C〉: the Hrst component is an action in the
same sense as in the -calculus; the second component, called obligation, is a logical
formula that codes requirements on names.
The execution of the preHx y results in the action [y] which, although resembling
the concretions of [18], has no counterpart in the -calculus. Furthermore, diIerently
from the -calculus, communication is characterized by a single inference rule. More
precisely, we avoided to use the so-called Close rule which describes the communica-
tion of a private name and causes a restriction to appear on top of the synchronizing
processes. In the -calculus the information about privacy of names is completely cap-
tured by environments. Before plunging processes into environments, we only impose
a consistency requirement: no process must be allowed to commit on a link which is
not known outside. To this end, the input and the output transition labels include the
obligation x↓. It actually demands for a delayed check against the privacy of channel x.
The non-homonymy condition we assume on names has to dynamically hold for
every expansion of the replicated process !P. Decorated versions of P are used in the
premise of the rule for the bang operator. This is meant to grant the distinction of the
bound names of parallel copies of P. The idea is to label bound names by superscripts
and to expand, e.g., process !x(y):y into x(y(0)):y(0) | !x(y(1)):y(1). To this purpose, we
use y(s) to indicate that the name y is superscripted by the Hnite string s of zeros and
ones. Then y(s1) =y(s2) whenever s1 = s2, while y is a short-hand for y superscripted
by the empty string. 1 We feel free to omit the indication of superscripts when it is
clear from the context the identity of names. Function ( )dec a is deHned in Table 3,
where s·a denotes the concatenation of the string s with a∈{0; 1}.
We now comment on environments, the left components of -processes. An envi-
ronment is a set of equations on two distinct entities: names and constants. Constants
1 We would like to thank Franck van Breugel for pointing out the misbehaviour of a previous decoration
mechanism.
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Table 2
Symbolic operational semantics

:P
〈
; true〉→ P >xy:P 〈 >xy; x↓〉→ P
x(y):P
〈x(y); x↓〉→ P y:P 〈[y]; true〉→ P
P
!→P′
[x= y]P
xy (!)→ P′
P
!→P′
P + Q
!→P′
P
!→P′
P |Q !→P′ |Q
P
!→P′ Q !
′
→Q′
P |Q !‖!
′
→ P′ |Q′
P
!→P′
(y)P
oy!→ P′
P
!→P′
(y)P
y!→ (y)P′
(P)dec 0 | !(P)dec 1 !→P′
!P
!→P′
xy〈; C〉 = 〈; C ∧ x= y〉
〈1; C′1〉 ‖ 〈2; C′2〉=

〈
[y=w]; C1 ∧C2 ∧ x= z〉 if 1 ∈{ >xy; >x(y)}; C′1 =C1 ∧ x ↓
and 2 = z(w); C′2 =C2 ∧ z ↓
or symmetrically
〈
; false〉 otherwise
y〈; C〉=
{
〈; C ∧ y 	= z〉 if = >xz
〈; C〉 otherwise
oy〈; C〉=
{
〈 >x(z); C ∧ y= z〉 if = >xz
〈; false〉 otherwise
are taken from a denumerably inHnite set D that is ranged over by c; c1; c2; : : : ; and
disjoint from the set N of names. As we are dealing with -calculus processes where
there is no homonymy either among bound names or among free and bound names,
we suppose that free and bound names of -processes are taken from two disjoint,
inHnite, subsets of N, called NI and NRT , respectively. Similarly, we assume that the
set of constants D is partitioned into two disjoint sets DI and DRT .
Denition 3. A ground environment  is an equivalence relation overN∪D which is
– consistent: ci  cj implies ci = cj,
– 4nitely active: the set {(a; b) | a  b and a = b} is Hnite.
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Table 3
DeHnition of ( )dec a
(P)dec a = case P in
nil : nil

:P1 : 
:(P1)dec a
>xy:P1 : >xy:(P1)dec a
x(y(s)):P1 : x(y(s·a)):(P1{y(s·a)=y(s)})dec a
y(s):P1 : y(s·a):(P1{y(s·a)=y(s)})dec a
[x= y]P1 : [x= y](P1)dec a
P1 + P2 : (P1)dec a + (P2)dec a
P1|P2 : (P1)dec a | (P2)dec a
(y(s))P1 : (y(s·a))(P1{y(s·a)=y(s)})dec a
!P1 : !(P1)dec a
end case
The equivalence class of  containing a is denoted by [a]. The class [a] is said to
be unde4ned if D∩ [a]= ∅, de4ned-by-constant – or shortly de4ned – otherwise.
A constant c is active in  iI there exists y such that y∈ [c], it is inactive otherwise.
The family of all ground environments is denoted by E, and the identity ground envi-
ronment is denoted by IdE.
Let R1; R2 be relations overN∪D. Then R1+R2 is deHned as the smallest equivalence
relation including (R1 ∪R2).
We will often refer to ground environments simply as to environments. Also, in
view of the above-mentioned consistency requirement, we will let  sometimes assume
the reading of a partial function. Whenever (y  c), we will denote the constant c as
(y) and will say that the partial function ( ) is deHned on y, denoted by (y)↓. If
( ) is not deHned on y, then we will write (y)↑.
The execution of -calculus processes starts from suitably chosen environments.
Their deHnition follows.
Denition 4. Let N ⊆NI . The initial ground environment N is deHned as
N = IdE + {(x; –(x)) | x ∈ N};
where – :NI →DI is a bijective mapping, DI ∩DRT = ∅, DI ∪DRT =D,NI ∩NRT = ∅,
and NI ∪NRT =N.
During the execution, the generation of fresh constants is needed. To this end, we as-
sume the existence of the following functions. Function allD :E→ 2Df returns the Hnite
set of all the constants which are active in its argument. Function newD :E→DRT
yields a constant which is inactive in its argument. Here we assume that newD
only depends on the active run-time constants in the argument, so that whenever
allD(1)∩DRT =allD(2)∩DRT the equality newD(1)= newD(2) does hold.
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Table 4
DeHnition of −.
P
!→ P′ ! 	= 〈x(y); C〉
 ::P
(′ ; !)
−. ′ ::P′
′ ∈ (; !)
P
〈x(y); C〉→ P′
 ::P
(′ ;〈x(y);C〉)
−. ′ :: y:P′
′ ∈ (; 〈x(y); C〉)
The late operational semantics of -calculus processes is described by the inference
rules of Table 4. Both rules allow to infer the behaviour of  ::P from a symbolic
transition of P and the deHnition of the result and of the update function,  and ,
respectively. The function  yields the observable result out of the transition. The
possibly many-valued function  takes care of extending the environment  with the
name associations activated by the transition. In deHning , the satisHability of the
obligation C is checked by means of a specialized evaluation function. Whenever the
requirements expressed by C are not met in the environment , the application  returns
the empty set, so that the -calculus process at hand is unable to move.
The rule associated with symbolic inputs shows the Hrst-class role of instantiation
in the -calculus. Correspondingly to the execution of the symbolic action x(y), the
process  ::P evolves to the process ′ :: y:P′ whose right component is an explicit
function of the placeholder y. The next – compulsory – move of process ′ :: y:P′ is
the instantiation of the input parameter. Notice, in fact, that the operational description
guarantees instantiations to have priority over any other action even when the inputting
agent is, e.g., underneath a parallel composition.
The deHnition of the update and of the result function (; ) is reported in Table 5.
In the deHnition of , elements are coerced to be singleton sets. The Hrst step in
computing the update function  consists in checking the satisHability of the obligation.
If the obligation evaluates to false in the environment, then  results in the empty set.
Otherwise, depending on the structure of the action , the update function yields a set
of environments obtained by possibly adding a pair to . Any information about the
privacy of names is consistently captured by environments at the top level. So, the
output of a syntactically free name may have the same eIect as the output of a bound
name. In detail, if (y)↑ then (; >xy; C) is exactly the same as (; >x(y); C). It results
into an environment where the name y is associated to a new constant.
Correspondingly to placeholder instantiations, the function  yields as many environ-
ments as the possible choices of c in allD(), plus a new constant. This corresponds
to instantiate the formal parameter with (possibly a superset of) all the free names
of the process at hand, plus a new fresh one. The intuitive reason for this relies on
the following. Given any -calculus process P′, the agents P′{z=y} and P′{u=y} have
analogous move potentials whenever z; u =∈ fn(P′). Precisely, either P′{z=y} or P′{u=y}
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Table 5
DeHnition of (; )
<C= = case C in
true : tt
false : ff
x ↓ : (x)↓ → tt; ff
x= y : x  y→ tt; ff
x 	= y : x  y→ ff; tt
C1 ∧C2 : <C1= and <C2=
end case
C = ¬<C=→∅; case  in

 : 

[x=y] :  + (y; x)
>x(y); >xy : (y)↓ → ;  + (y; newD())
x(y) : 
[y] :
⋃
c∈ (allD() ∪ newD())
 + (y; c)
end case
C = case  in

; 
[x=y] : 

>x(y); >xy : (x)(y)
x(y) : (x)
[y] : [(y)]
end case
have the same action capabilities as P′ has. As a consequence of the above observation,
if P performs the input x(y) transforming into P′, then the relevant instantiations of y
in P′{w=y} are given by those names w such that w∈ fn(P′)⊆ fn(P)∪{y}. The deH-
nition of (; [y]; C) is meant to mimic those instantiations. The function allD() plays
the role of fn(P) while newD() stays for the set {y}. Notice that at any time during
execution only Hnitely many constants are active. This ensures that Hnite -processes
can always be represented by labelled trees which are Hnitely branching.
The result function  yields either 
 or the constant(s) associated with the relevant
name(s). The parameter of the action x(y) is not relevant. When inputting, the process
becomes a function of y and then depends on the actual instantiation of the placeholder.
The parameter will become observable at the next step.
What is crucial here is that the result function  computes concrete – vs. symbolic
– labels (ranged over by ); )1; : : :) which do not include obligations anymore. As
a consequence, the operational behaviour of -calculus processes can be quotiented
by the usual CCS bisimulation equivalences [21, 15, 12]. We recall those semantics,
assuming =. to be the re;exive and transitive closure of

−., )=. to be =. )−.=., and
)ˆ
=. to be =. if )= 
, and
)
=. otherwise.
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Denition 5. Let S be a binary symmetric relation over -calculus processes. Then
– S is a strong bisimulation if S1S S2 implies that
if S1
)
–. S ′1 then for some S
′
2; S2
)
–. S ′2 and S
′
1S S
′
2
– S is a weak bisimulation if S1S S2 implies that
if S1
)
–. S ′1 then for some S
′
2; S2
)ˆ
=. S ′2 and S
′
1S S
′
2
S1 is strong bisimilar to S2, written S1∼ S2, if S1S S2 for some strong bisimulation S.
S1 is weak bisimilar to S2, written S1≈ S2, if S1S S2 for some weak bisimulation S.
S1 is weak congruent (or observational congruent) to S2, written S1≈c S2, iI S1≈ S2
and whenever S1

−. S ′1 then for some S ′2, S2


=. S ′2 and S
′
1≈ S ′2, and symmetrically.
The next theorem characterizes -calculus bisimulation semantics in terms of the
CCS-like -calculus semantics.
Theorem 6 (Coincidence with late bisimulation semantics). Let P;Q be -calculus
processes; and let N = fn(P;Q). Then
1. P ∼˙L Q i6 (N ::P)∼ (N ::Q);
2. P ≈˙ L Q i6 (N ::P)≈ (N ::Q);
3. P ˙ L Q i6 (N ::P)≈c (N ::Q).
The above statements can be shown by minor changes to similar characterizations
appeared in [9]. The ground -calculus, as presented here, diIers from the semantic
model introduced in [9] for the explicit use of abstraction preHxes y. Also, Ref. [9]
only dealt with strong semantics. Notice, though, that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between 
-moves of -processes and 
-moves of -processes. Therefore the
proofs of the weak clauses of Theorem 6 do not present relevant diLculties w.r.t. the
strong case.
The actual proof of Theorem 6 is sketched in Appendix A together with the necessary
auxiliary constructions and intermediate results. In the following, we brie;y comment
on the key ideas of the proof. The core of the construction is the deHnition of suitable
encodings of -calculus bisimulations into -calculus bisimulations and vice versa.
We comment on this point by sketching the idea that underlies the proof of
(N :: P) ∼ (N :: Q) implies P∼˙LQ:
Given a strong bisimulation S containing the pair (N ::P; N ::Q), the idea is to
encode it into a late bisimulation, say Tr(S), containing (P;Q). The construction is
based on a translation of pairs of -calculus processes into pairs of -agents. Starting
from environments, the translation generates the name substitutions to be applied to
the -component of -processes. Given any pair in S, the key point is that the same
constant in the environments of the paired processes has to be substituted by the same
name. The observability of input parameter actualizations guarantees that S contains
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pairs of -calculus processes where, once executed an input action, the respective
placeholders have been instantiated in the same way. This exactly captures the ;avour
of the late bisimulation input clause. For (P′; Q′)∈Tr(S) and P′ x(y)→ P′′, a -calculus
process Q′′ is shown to exist such that Q′
x(y)→ Q′′. Moreover, the relation Tr(S) is
proved to contain all the pairs (P′′{w=y}; Q′′{w=y}) and also (if any) all the pairs of
the derivatives of theirs.
The encoding from -calculus to -calculus is somehow made complex by the
structural diIerences between the two calculi. Translating constants into names and
reconstructing the name substitutions coded by environments is not enough. One has as
well to remove possible occurrences of leading -preHxes, and to recover the possible
nesting of those restrictions whose occurrence has been syntactically ‘lost’ because
of the use of one single CCS-like communication rule vs. the -calculus dichotomy
between the Close and the usual synchronization rule. Obviously, all these issues are
reversed when encoding the -calculus into the -calculus.
Another subtle point is the characterization of the operational correspondence be-
tween the behaviours of processes which are the one encoding of the other. Any proof
of this kind can only be based on the syntactic structure of processes, and then, as far
as the -calculus is concerned, on the symbolic transition system at the Hrst level.
The behaviour of -calculus processes is ruled by a two-level transition system
where the top-level evaluation of the obligation C plays a signiHcative role: a symbolic
derivation for P may result in no move at all for the global process  ::P. Hence, an
actual operational correspondence between the two calculi can be faithfully captured
only at the second level of the -calculus. Also, contrary to -calculus processes,
in the -calculus all of the bound names are always syntactically bound. So the -
inference of Q →Q′ could pass through the application of a so-called Open rule which
has no dual in any symbolic derivation of the -calculus process corresponding to Q.
Given any symbolic free output action of the -calculus, there is no way to argue
whether or not it is actually free till the environment is investigated in the top-level
transition system.
The above issues result in quite non-standard proofs of the operational correspon-
dence of processes of the two calculi, where, from the -perspective, we are obliged
to reason at the level of the symbolic -calculus transition system and to simultane-
ously carry around inductive information about obligations and names to be used as
look-aheads for the top-level.
We close this section with a last comment on Theorem 6. Essentially, an initial
ground environment N codes the information that the names in N are all distinct
the one from the other. So, comparing the behaviours of N ::P and N ::Q, with
N = fn(P;Q), is the same as assuming that the names occurring free in both P and
Q are, without exception, all distinct. This exactly captures the bisimulation semantics
view which does not take into account that putting processes into arbitrary contexts
might result in causing arbitrary equalities of names. Hence, not surprisingly, the
bisimilarity of N ::P and N ::Q can only correspond to the -calculus bisimilarity
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– vs. the -calculus congruence – of P and Q. We will see in the following that, to
capture the ;avour of -calculus congruence, either more generous -processes, or
more abstract environments are needed.
3. Static instantiation strategies
Let any of the relations in {∼L;≈L;L} be denoted by the symbol  and assume
that ˙ ∈ {∼˙L; ≈˙L; ˙L} stays for the corresponding bisimulation. The equivalence  is
classically deHned by closing ˙ over any name substitution, and hence by requiring
an inHnite number of bisimilarity checks.
In the following, we will Hrst show that P  Q can be alternatively expressed in
terms of a Hnite number of checks P˙Q for carefully chosen substitutions .
Then, relying on the peculiar features of the -calculus, we will be able to eIec-
tively generate the set of name substitutions to be taken into account. This will show
up in the characterization of P  Q as corresponding CCS-bisimilarity of two single
-processes.
3.1. Auxiliary characterizations
To state our Hrst main results, we need to introduce a few deHnitions. The Hrst one
is meant to classify substitutions according to the way their domains are partitioned
into subsets of names sharing the same image, no matter what such an image is.
Denition 7. The name substitution  :N→N is said to represent the partition of N
into the k disjoint and non-empty sets N1; : : : ; Nk iI ∀j; h∈{1; : : : ; k}: j = h;∀x; y∈Nj;
∀z ∈Nh it holds that x=y and x = z.
Given any behavioural equivalence ˙, our next goal is to prove that checking
P˙Q is just the same as checking P′ ˙Q′ whenever  and ′ represent the
same partition of fn(P;Q). As intermediate results, we prove statements on the rela-
tionship between the strong and the weak behaviour of P and P′ with  and ′
representing the same partition of fn(P).
Lemma 8. Let ; ′ :N→N represent the same partition of fn(P). If P →P1 with
bn() =∈ fn(P; P′) and such that (bn())=(bn())′=bn(); then by an infer-
ence of equal depth P′
-→P2 where; for some action . and some process P′ with
fn(P′)⊆ fn(P)∪ bn(); it holds that ≡ .; -≡ .′ and P1≡ P′; P2≡ P′′.
Proof. By induction on depth of inference. Each rule of the -calculus transition system
is considered in turn as the last rule applied.
Lemma 9. Let ; ′ :N→N represent the same partition of fn(P). If P⇒P1 then
by a derivation of equal length P′⇒P2 where; for some process P′ with fn(P′)⊆
fn(P); it holds that P1≡ P′ and P2≡ P′′.
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Proof. By induction on the length n (n¿0) of the derivation of P1 from P.
Given two substitutions ; ′ representing the same partition of fn(P;Q), the next
theorem relates the (in)equivalence of P and Q to the (in)equivalence of P′ and
Q′.
Theorem 10. Let ; ′ :N→N represent the same partition of fn(P;Q) and let
˙ ∈ {∼˙L; ≈˙L; ˙L}. Then P˙Q i6 P′ ˙Q′.
Proof. We sketch the proof for 
-forgetting relations. The case of strong semantics is
easier. Suppose that either P′ ≈˙L Q′ or P′ ˙L Q′. By hypothesis, a weak late bisim-
ulation U exists such that (P′; Q′)∈U and, when equality is assumed, if P′ 
→P′
then for some Q′; Q′ 
⇒ Q′ with (P′; Q′)∈U, and symmetrically. Then let T= ⋃n Tn
where
T0 = U;
Tn+1 = {(P;Q) |P′Tn Q′ and
; ′ represent the same partition of fn(P;Q)}:
The relation T can be proved to be a weak late bisimulation. The proof consists in
showing by induction on n that PTn Q implies
– if P →P′ with  = x(y) and bn() =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q ˆ⇒ Q′ and
P′TQ′;
– if P
x(y)→ P′ with y =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′; Q⇒ x(y)→ Q′ and, for all w; P′{w=y}
TQ′{w=y}:
Furthermore, under the assumption P′ ˙L Q′, the relation T can also be proved
to be such that whenever P 
→P′′ then for some Q′′; Q 
⇒ Q′′ with (P′′; Q′′)∈T,
and symmetrically.
The rest of the proof is a case analysis, with appropriate applications of Lemmas 8
and 9.
The above theorem suggests that lots of checks may be saved when trying to infer
the congruence of two processes P and Q. In fact, once a certain P˙Q has been
proved, any other test on the bisimilarity of P′ and Q′ is useless whenever  and
′ happen to represent the same partition of fn(P;Q).
The next deHnition allows us to group substitutions into families representing a given
set of names.
Denition 11. Let N ⊆N be a set of names and {i}i∈I be a family of name substi-
tutions i :N→N. Then {i}i∈I is a partition family of N iI the following holds:
– if N = ∅ then {i}i∈I contains only the identity substitution,
– for each partition of N = ∅ into k disjoint and non-empty sets N1; : : : ; Nk , there is
exactly one substitution in {i}i∈I that represents N1; : : : ; Nk .
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Notice that an inHnite number of distinct partition families of N = ∅ exists. However,
any partition family of N is somehow unredundant: it contains one and only one
representative of each of the possible partition of N .
We can eventually prove that the congruence of two processes P and Q may be
expressed as a Hnite number of bisimilarity checks on P and Q.
Theorem 12. Let P;Q be -calculus processes; ˙ ∈ {∼˙L; ≈˙L; ˙L}; and  ∈{∼L;≈L;
L} be the corresponding of ˙. Then PQ i6 P˙Q for all ∈{i}i∈I with
{i}i∈I partition family of fn(P;Q).
Proof. (⇒) By deHnition of  .
(⇐) Assume that a partition family {i}i∈I of fn(P;Q) exists such that P˙Q for
all ∈{i}i∈I .
Any name substitution ′ represents one out of the possible partitions of fn(P;Q).
(For instance, if Dm(′)∩ fn(P;Q)= ∅, then ′ behaves over fn(P;Q) like the identity
substitution and hence ′ represents the partition of fn(P;Q) into singleton sets.)
By deHnition of partition family, the substitution ′ represents the same partition of
fn(P;Q) as some ∈{i}i∈I . Hence the thesis, by Theorem 10.
Being a Hnite set, fn(P;Q) only has a Hnite number of distinct partitions. Then any
partition family of fn(P;Q) is Hnite. So, an immediate corollary of Theorem 12 is that
two -calculus processes can be shown to be congruent by relying on a (big but) Hnite
number of bisimilarity checks.
3.2. Late congruences
In the following, we apply the above results to state a Hrst characterization of
-calculus congruences in the -calculus. Theorem 6 in Section 2 shows that name
substitutions are naturally encoded by environments. Precisely, it proves that a suit-
able management of environments can take the place of the -calculus meta-syntactic
operation of substitution. For instance, letting N = fn(P;Q), we expect the double
implication
(N :: P) ∼ (N :: Q) iI (N :: P) ∼ (N :: Q)
to hold. Actually, a more abstract property can be proved. Applying the substitution
 to P and to Q is deHnitely unnecessary in the -calculus. Besides that, the mere
application of  to N can be rendered by making explicit the way  quotients its
domain into subsets sharing the same image.
Lemma 13. Let P1; P2 be -calculus processes with N = fn(P1; P2); and let l∈
{∼;≈;≈c}. Given a name substitution  :NI →NI ; assume that
N= = IdE + {(x; –(x)) | x ∈ N}:
Then (N ::P1)l (N ::P2) i6 (N= ::P1)l (N= ::P2).
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Proof. We Hrst comment on the shape of the environments  and ′ which are
reachable along the derivations from a given N ::P, and N= ::P, respectively. By
the deHnitions of N; N=, and , the only diIerences between  and ′ are rela-
tive to the equivalence classes containing elements of B= {–(x) | x∈N}. Precisely,
for all c∈B it holds that [c] ∩NI = {–−1(c)} while [c]′ may be either such that
[c]′ ∩NI = {–−1(c)} or such that card([c]′ ∩NI )¿1 (for example think of the name
substitutions {y=z} and {y=z; y=w} which give raise to [–(y)]′ ∩NI = {z} and to
[–(y)]′ ∩NI = {z; w}, resp.). The above observation is all we need to construct a
relation containing (N= ::P1; N= ::P2) starting from a relation containing (N= ::P1;
N= ::P2), and vice versa.
Assume that (N= ::P1)l (N= ::P2). Then there exists a relation S, subset of either
∼ or ≈, which contains the pair (N= ::P1; N= ::P2) and possibly some other relevant
pairs when the two processes are supposed to be observational congruent. We deHne
in the following a relation S′ that proves (N ::P1)l (N ::P2).
S′ =
⋃
(P ::P;Q ::Q)∈S
(′P :: P; 
′
Q :: Q)
where ′P is deHned as follows, and 
′
Q is constructed in an analogous way:
′P = ˜P +
⋃
c∈B
{(c; –−1(c))} ∪ {(c; x) | x ∈ [c]P\N}
with ˜P such that the following holds:
– if a P b and, for all c∈B; a =∈ [c]P , then a ˜P b,
– if a P b and there exists c∈B such that a∈ [c]P , then a ˜P a and b ˜P b:
Intuitively, ˜P is the same as P but for ‘removing’ the equivalence classes [c] such
that c∈B, namely, except for replacing any of such [c] by the union of the equivalence
classes [a] = {a} with a∈ [c].
Now assume (N ::P1)l (N ::P2) and let T, contained in either ∼ or ≈, be
the relation which witnesses the hypothesis. In this case the thesis can be shown by
transforming T into T′ as follows:
T′ =
⋃
(P ::P;Q ::Q)∈T
⋃
P′ ;Q′
(′′P :: P
′; ′′Q :: Q
′);
where
′′P = ˜P +
⋃
c∈B
{(c; x) | –(x) = c} ∪ {(c; x) | x ∈ [c]P\N}
with ˜P deHned as above, and ′′Q deHned analogously to 
′′
P . As far as P
′ and Q′ are
concerned, if  is injective, then P′ and Q′ are simply P−1 and Q−1, but this is not
the most general case. So, P′ (resp. Q′) is taken from the family of processes which
are obtained by non-deterministically substituting in P (resp. in Q) any occurrence of
the name y by any name x such that x=y. E.g., when P= >yy and = {y=x; y=z},
such a family should be { >xx; >xy; >xz; >yx; >yy; >yz; >zx; >zy; >zz}.
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The above result strongly depends on the fact that environments naturally represent,
via equivalence classes, partitions of sets of names.
Denition 14. The environment  represents the partition of N ⊆NI into the disjoint
and non-empty sets N1; : : : ; Nk iI the following holds:
– N =
⋃
c∈allD()
([c] ∩N),
– for all j∈{1; : : : ; k} there exists c∈ allD() such that Nj =([c] ∩N).
Notice that the partition of N represented by a given environment  is identiHed
resorting to the constants in allD(). Nevertheless, the actual distinguishing feature of
any environment is just the represented partition, rather than the identity of its active
constants. This is stated by the next proposition.
Proposition 15. Let P1 and P2 be -calculus processes; and let the environments
 and ′ represent the same partition of N ⊆NI . Also; let l∈{∼;≈;≈c}. Then
 ::P1l  ::P2 i6 ′ ::P1l ′ ::P2.
Proof. Let S be a relation over -calculus processes which proves that  ::P1l  ::P2
(resp. ′ ::P1l ′ ::P2). Then a relation S′ which shows that ′ ::P1l ′ ::P2 (resp.
 ::P1l  ::P2) may be deHned by adequately translating the active constants of the
environments of any pair (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈S.
It was shown above that -calculus environments represent partitions of sets of
names in a genuine way. A more eIective feature can now be focussed on. In the
-calculus, partitions of sets can be eIectively generated by sequential compositions
of -preHxes.
Example 16. Consider the tree depicted in Fig. 1. It represents the transition system
associated to the -process
S0 ≡ (IdE :: x:y:z:nil):
But for the root node, the environment of any other agent in Fig. 1 is given a compact
visualization that only reports on the relevant equivalence classes. We now comment
on the computations starting with S0. No constant is active in IdE. Then, when the
leading preHx x Hres, the name x is deterministically associated with c1 = newD(IdE).
Correspondingly, S0 becomes
S1 ≡ (IdE + (x; c1) :: y:z:nil)
with (IdE + (x; c1)) representing the single partition of {x} into {x}. DiIerently from
S0, the environment of process S1 contains one active constant. So, the symbolic step
labelled by 〈[y]; true〉 induces two distinct transitions of S1. The one is labelled by
[c1], the other is labelled by the concretion of a new constant c2. The two derivatives
of S1 have a common right component (z:nil), but their environments are distinct
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Fig. 1. Transition system of IdE :: x:y:z:nil.
because of the association of the name y with the constant c1 and with the constant c2,
respectively. Such environments represent the partitioning of the set {x; y} into {x; y}
and into {x}∪ {y}, respectively. Eventually, the environments of the leaf-processes
represent all the possible partitions of {x; y; z} into disjoint and non-empty sets.
Proposition 17 formalizes the above comment in Fig. 1.
Proposition 17. Suppose that  :: y:P
)
–. ′ ::P; then the following holds:
1. If = IdE then )= [newD(IdE)] and ′ represents the only possible partition of
{y}.
2: If  represents the partition of N into the disjoint and non-empty sets N1; : : : ; Nk ;
with y =∈N; then
– if )= [c] with ([c] ∩N)=Nj; then ′ represents the partition of N ∪{y} into
the k disjoint sets N1; : : : ; Nj ∪{y}; : : : ; Nk ;
– if )= [newD()] then ′ represents the partition of N ∪{y} into the k + 1
disjoint sets N1; : : : ; Nk ; {y}.
Proof. By deHnition of , it holds that ′=  + (y; cj) with )= [cj]. Then the thesis,
by DeHnition 14.
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In the following, the partition generation property of -preHxes will be used to
describe partition families.
Denition 18. Let P be a -calculus process and L be a list of names. Then the
-closure of P w.r.t. L is deHned as  clos(P;L) where
 clos(P; [ ]) = P;
 clos(P; [y;L]) =  clos(y:P;L)
with [ ] denoting the empty list, and [ ; [ ]] denoting the ‘cons’ list operator.
The bisimilarity of two agents obtained by a suitable -closure may now be used to
express the bisimilarity of a whole substitution-indexed family of pairs of -processes.
Lemma 19. Let P1; P2 be -calculus processes with N = fn(P1; P2); and let L be a
list containing all and only the elements of N . Also; assume that l ∈{∼;≈;≈c} and;
given a name substitution ; let N= = IdE+ {(x; –(x)) | x∈N}. Then IdE ::  clos(P1;
L)l IdE ::  clos(P2;L) i6 (N= ::P1)l (N= ::P2) for all ∈{i}i∈I with {i}i∈I
partition family of N .
Proof. If N = ∅ then the thesis is immediate by  clos(Pi;L)≡Pi for i∈{1; 2} and
by N= = IdE. Hence suppose N = ∅. –.E . Using Proposition 17, it can be proved by
induction that⋃
{p | IdE ::  clos(Pi;L) –.∗ p :: Pi}
represents a partition family of N , namely each environment p represents a distinct
partition of N into the disjoint and non-empty sets N1; : : : ; Nk . Also notice that no inter-
nal non-determinism raises at any step during the computation IdE ::  clos(Pi;L)—.∗
p ::Pi.
Hence IdE ::  clos(P1;L)l IdE ::  clos(P2;L) iI p ::P1l p ::P2 for all p rep-
resenting the partition p of N . Actually, any of the above environments p has the
following shape:
p = IdE + {(x; p(x)) | x ∈ N};
where allD(p) is given by the Hrst k run-time generated constants rather than by
constants in DI . Then each p diIers from N= only for the identities of the active
constants. Hence the thesis by Proposition 15.
We now show that the congruence of two -calculus processes P and Q can be
characterized as the corresponding CCS-like bisimilarity of two single -processes
whose right components are the -closures of P and Q.
Theorem 20 (Coincidence with late congruences). Let P;Q be -calculus processes
and let L be a list containing all and only the elements of fn(P;Q). Then
1. P∼L Q i6 IdE ::  clos(P;L)∼ IdE ::  clos(Q;L);
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2. P≈L Q i6 IdE ::  clos(P;L)≈ IdE ::  clos(Q;L);
3. PL Q i6 IdE ::  clos(P;L)≈c IdE ::  clos(Q;L):
Proof. Assume ˙ to be the -calculus bisimulation corresponding to the congruence
∈{∼L;≈L;L} and to the CCS relation l∈{∼;≈;≈c}. Then, letting N = fn(P;Q),
the following holds:
PQ
iI P˙Q for all ∈{i}i with {i}i partition family of N (by Theorem 12),
iI (N ::P)l (N ::Q) for all ∈{i}i with {i}i partition family of N (by
Theorem 6),
iI (N= ::P)l (N= ::Q) for all ∈{i}i with {i}i partition family of N and
N= = IdE + {(x; –(x)) | x∈N} (by Lemma 13),
iI IdE ::  clos(P;L)l IdE ::  clos(Q;L) (by Lemma 19).
Suppose that card(fn(P;Q))= n. Then there are n! distinct permutations of the ele-
ments in fn(P;Q) and consequently n! distinct lists built up by fn(P;Q). Theorem 20
asserts that the bisimilarity of P and Q can be checked relying just on one of those
lists, no matter which one. The role of L in  clos(P;L) is only that of generating
environments that represent a partition family of the due names. The actual sequencing
of the list can in;uence the generation order, but the desired Hnal eIect is independent
on it. Roughly, the choice of the list L stays to  clos(P;L) the same way as the
choice of a correct sequential algorithm for computing the partitions of a Hnite set
stays to the computed function.
When processes P and Q are to be compared, the single crucial issue is to use the
same list L in deHning both the -closure of P and the -closure of Q. This guarantees
that the bisimilarity of the pair of processes
(IdE ::  clos(P;L); IdE ::  clos(Q;L))
is factorized into the bisimilarity of all the pairs in the set given by⋃
p
(p :: P; p :: Q);
where p ranges over the possible partitions of fn(P;Q), and p represents p.
The results stated in Theorem 20 are far from unexpected. Putting a given process
in any context may result in binding some or all of its free names. Therefore, reason-
ing about congruence compells us to think of any process as of a function of its free
names. Indeed, any congruence relation  coincides with the corresponding bisimula-
tion ˙ over terms without any free name, and the following might also be proved. If
fn(P;Q)= {y1; : : : ; yn} then
P  Q iI x(y1):x(y2): : : : :x(yn):P ˙ x(y1):x(y2): : : : :x(yn):Q;
where x is a fresh name. Given the process x(y1): x(y2): : : : : x(yn):P which represents
a ‘preHx-closure’ of P, the late paradigm directly suggests that x(y2): : : : : x(yn):P is a
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function of y1, and that the agent x(y3): : : : : x(yn):P is a function of both y1 and y2; : : : ;
and P is a function of all of {y1; : : : ; yn}: The -closures used in the -calculus and
the above preHx-closures express exactly the same intrinsic functional dependence of
processes on their free names.
The result in Theorem 20 could have been proved by using an alternative strategy
whose pattern can be sketched out as follows:
P  Q
iI x(y1): x(y2): : : : : x(yn):P ˙ x(y1): x(y2): : : : : x(yn):Q,
iI {x} :: x(y1): x(y2): : : : : x(yn):Pl {x} :: x(y1): x(y2): : : : : x(yn):Q,
iI IdE :: y1:y2: : : : :yn:Pl IdE :: y1:y2: : : : :yn:Q.
The approach we used highlights the correspondence between -calculus substitutions
and -environments, and exploits it in a more transparent way.
A Hnal comment is relative to the possibility of stating axiomatic characterizations of
late -calculus congruences. The Hnite fragment of the symbolic operational semantics
of Table 2 (i.e., all the rules but the one for the bang operator) Hts in a simple
generalization of the De Simone format [6]. As a consequence of this, and of the fact
that -processes are compared using CCS bisimulations, axiomatic characterizations of
-calculus congruences can be deHned quite easily by applying the procedure presented
in [3]. Such procedure suggests the way to write down a head-normalizing axiom
system for the -component of any -process. Once its right component has been
reduced into a sum of preHxes, any Hnite -calculus process can itself be easily
transformed into a Hnite labelled tree. By construction, the whole axiom system is
head-normalizing, hence proving its completeness is not very hard either. Furthermore,
the equational characterization of weak congruence can be obtained by just adding
Milner’s 
-laws [17] to the axiom system for strong semantics.
4. Call-by-need instantiation strategies
In this section the non-ground version of the -calculus is deHned. More sophis-
ticated environments are adopted, which allow free names to be associated to con-
stants not by default, but rather following a call-by-need discipline. This corresponds
to adopting a call-by-need strategy for the generation of the substitutions needed to rea-
son about congruences. Relying on that, a more promising characterization of strong
late -calculus congruence is presented. Also, a coincidence result with open semantics
is stated.
It was shown that the congruence of P and Q can be expressed, for  ranging
over a partition family of fn(P;Q), as conjunction of the corresponding bisimilarities
of P and Q. We also pointed out that any partition family of fn(P;Q) has Hnite
cardinality. In this respect, the alternative characterizations stated in Section 3 are
eIective improvements on the usual deHnition of congruences. Nonetheless, the Hnite
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number of checks they require is quite big: as many checks are needed as the cardinality
of a partition family of fn(P;Q), which grows more than 2n with n=card(fn(P;Q)).
Depending on n, the pre-processing phase consisting either in generating a partition
family of fn(P;Q), or in executing the -abstractions preHxing P and Q, may be really
prohibitive. Worst than that, such a pre-processing phase could even be useless. Think,
for instance, to have to check the congruence of the two processes
P ≡ x(y):nil;
Q≡ x(y):(z) >zx:Q1:
Process (z)>zx:Q1 is deadlocked, hence there is no sensible reason for generating lots
of substitutions whose number essentially depends on the cardinality of fn(Q1). Free
names could more properly and more eLciently be dealt with as variables and could
be instantiated following a by-need discipline. Consider for instance the following
example.
Example 21. Think of the -calculus process (>x |y) as of the agent
Pv ≡ >vx : {x} | vy : {x; y}:
The syntax used for describing Pv is meant to suggest that x and y are dealt with as
variables whose types are non-disjoint sets of names. Roughly, Pv gives the intuition
that, whenever ( >x |y) is put in an arbitrary context, x and y may be substituted either
by distinct names or by the same name, which we conveyed to be x (x results as
intersection of the types of vx and vy). We can now discuss the action potentials of Pv.
Process Pv can surely interleave the execution of the actions >vx and vy. Besides this,
with the proviso that vx and vy assume the same value, Pv can also perform a 
-step.
The intuition which underlies Example 21 will be rendered formal in the -calculus
by adequately sophisticating the deHnitions of environment and of evaluation function.
We will retain both the symbolic transition system of Section 2 and the idea of ex-
pressing extensional semantics in terms of ordinary strong bisimilarity. The top-level
transition relation and the update and result functions, instead, will be reHned following
a call-by-need name instantiation strategy.
In the present perspective, environments become sets of equations over three dis-
tinct entities: names, constants, and variables. Names and constants are as described in
Section 2. Variables (ranged over by v; v1; : : :) are typed, each type being a Hnite sub-
set of D. More speciHcally, variables are taken from a domain V which is supposed
to contain one variable per type and to be disjoint by both N and D. Notationally
v :D indicates that the variable v takes values in the Hnite set D⊂D, and an associ-
ation of the form (x  (v :D)) means that x might take as value any of the constants
in D.
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Denition 22. A non-ground environment  is an equivalence relation over N∪D∪
V which is
– consistent: ci  cj implies ci = cj, and c  (v :D) implies c∈D, and (v1 :D1)  (v2 :D2)
implies D1 ∩D2 = ∅,
– 4nitely active: the set {(a; b) | a  b and a = b} is Hnite.
A variable v is active in  iI there exists a = v with (v  a). A constant c is active
in  iI there exists either a = c with (c  a) or a variable v :D which is active in
 and c∈D. Variables and constants which are not active, are called inactive. Still,
[a] denotes the equivalence class of  containing a, E the family of all non-ground
environments, and IdE the identity environment.
The notions of deHnedness and undeHnedness of the partial function ( ) need
some reHnements. We say that  is deHned on y (still denoted by (y)↓) iI for some
a∈D∪V it holds that (y  a). If ( ) is not deHned on y, then we write (y) ↑ :
Also, the class [y] is said to be unde4ned if (y)↑, de4ned otherwise. When [y] is
deHned, we call it de4ned-by-variable if D∩ [y]= ∅, de4ned-by-constant otherwise.
We assume the existence of the following new functions over environments:
newV : E→ 2Df →V allV : E→ 2Vf typV : E→ 2Df
Functions newD and allD are deHned the same as in Section 2. Recall, however, that
the notion of active constant has been slightly modiHed. The application newV() :D
returns a variable of type D which is inactive in . The function allV returns the
Hnite set of all the variables which are active in the argument, and typV() yields the
union of the types of the variables in allV().
Initial non-ground environments are deHned below. They abstractly represent all the
possible partitions of a given set of names.
Denition 23. Letting L be a list of distinct elements of NI ; the initial non-ground
environment L is deHned as
L = add var(IdE;L);
where add var(; [ ])= ,
add var(; [x;L])= add var(+ (x; newV() : (allD() ∪ newD());L):
The evaluation of symbolic obligations becomes a rather subtle issue: some equali-
ties of names must just be checked, some others must be imposed. The equalities to be
tested are those relative to names whose instantiation has been caused by a communi-
cation or the concretion of an input placeholder. The equalities to be forced, instead,
are relative to those names the process at hand is supposed to be a permanent func-
tion of. Think, e.g., of the process (>x |y) in Example 21. Imposing the equality x=y
is equivalent to assuming that, for all substitutions  such that x=y, the process
(>x |y) can move, no matter what x and y actually are.
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As a consequence of the above discussion, the obligations of the symbolic semantics
must sometimes be considered as actual constraints. This, in turn, implies that the
evaluation of obligations cannot be any longer a boolean predicate. It rather yields
a relation to be added to the environment. To comment on this we can focus our
attention on the evaluation of the obligation x=y in a given . First suppose that the
equality of x and y must only be checked. Then, depending on whether x∈ [y] or
not, the evaluation function returns the empty relation (denoted 5) or the inconsistent
relation (written 6). Assume now that x and y are recognized as names which could
be arbitrarily substituted by putting the process into a given context. In this case the
equality x=y is forced into the environment by letting the evaluation function return
the constraint-relation (x; y).
Having to cope with inconsistent relations, a more general notion of sum operation
on environments is needed.
Denition 24. Let R1; R2 be relations over N∪D∪V or the distinguished element
6 =∈N∪D∪V denoting the inconsistent relation. The sum R1 unionmultiR2 is deHned as
R1 unionmulti R2 =

6 if R1 = 6 or R2 = 6;
6 if R1 + R2 is not consistent;
R1 + R2 otherwise:
A couple of comments are due. First, observe that the active variables of the initial
non-ground environment L have incremental types. So, given any pair of variables
(v1 :D1); (v2 :D2)∈ allV(L) it holds that D1∩D2 = ∅. This guarantees that the names
occurring in L can be arbitrarily joined in the same equivalence class without giving
raise to any inconsistency. Second, consider that observable results will be actual func-
tions. Then, correspondingly to the possible inconsistency induced by adding constraints
to environments, the result function may yield on some arguments a distinguished error
element denoted by ⊥.
We use functions to give a compact representation of behaviours modulo substi-
tutions. It will be clear soon, though, that requiring the external observer to inter-
act with functions is too strong a requirement if we aim at characterizing exten-
sional semantics via ordinary bisimilarity. Suppose P to be the process at hand, with
fn(P)= {x1; : : : ; xn}. Intuitively, observing the n-ary function f gives information that
for all the tuples (y1; : : : ; yn) such that f(y1; : : : ; yn) =⊥, process P{y1=x1; : : : ; yn=xn}
can move performing the action f(y1 : : : yn). By this, a process P1 able to exe-
cute g1 = x1x2: x2 has the same action capabilities of P2 which can perform both
g1 and g2 = x1x2: x1 = x2 → x2;⊥. Nevertheless, if the bisimulation game required
to match just the above functions, then the two processes would not be equated.
In fact, P1 could not properly react to the g2-move played by P2. This leads us to
reason about functional observations via the standard partial ordering relation over
functions.
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Table 6
DeHnition of –.N
P
!→P′ ! 	= 〈x(y); C〉 ′ ∈ N (; !) )  N (′; !) ) 	=⊥
 ::P
)
–.N 
′ ::P′
P
〈x(y); C〉−→ P′ ′ ∈ N (; x(y); C) )  N (′; x(y); C) ) 	=⊥
 ::P
)
–.N 
′ :: y:P′
Denition 25. Let f and h be n-ary functions. Then f h iI fa˜ =⊥ implies fa˜= ha˜.
The constant function always yielding ⊥ is denoted by ⊥.
4.1. Strong late congruence, again
In the following we will introduce the late non-ground -calculus. A new top-
level transition relation will be deHned that will allow us to characterize strong late
-calculus congruence without resorting to -closures.
We already noticed that correspondingly to the execution of input actions any process
behaves like a function of the input parameter. We also commented on the opportunity
of considering any process P as a function of its free names x˜. These two kinds of
functionality are conceptually distinct and must be guaranteed do not interfere with each
other. The dependence on an input placeholder is not permanent, it gets immediately
lost when the parameter is actualized. The dependence on the tuple x˜, instead, continues
to hold throughout the computation. So, although any derivative of P may have some
free names more than P, it must still be dealt with as a function of x˜ only. The tuple
x˜ becomes a parameter of the update function, and hence of the top-level transition
relation.
The operational semantics of the non-ground -calculus is described by the relation
–.N deHned in Table 6. The parameter N represents the set of names that the given
process is supposed to be a permanent function of. The extensional semantics, denoted
by ∼N , is the strong bisimulation induced by –.N .
New pairs of update and result functions are involved in the deHnition of the late
non-ground transition relation. Besides this, the main diIerence between –.N . and its
ground dual –. is that labels are not directly given by the result function N (′; !),
but rather by functions less than or equal to N (′; !).
The deHnition of the non-ground update function N requires a specialized evaluation
function whose deHnition is reported in Table 7 together with the deHnition of (N ; N ).
The revised evaluation function takes N as additional argument, and yields either a
Hnite relation over N∪D∪V or the inconsistent relation 6.
In the computation of N (; ; C), the environment  is Hrst of all added to the
relation yielded by the evaluation function {|C|}N. If the sum operation causes incon-
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Table 7
DeHnition of (N ; N )
{|C|}N = case C in
true : 5
false : 6
x ↓ : (x)↓ →5; 6
x= y : x∈N and y∈N → (x; y); x  y→5; 6
x 	= y : x  y→ 6; 5
C1 ∧C2 : {|C1|}Nunionmulti{|C2|}N
end case
N C = case unionmulti{|C|}N in
6 : ∅
1 : case  in

 : 1

[x=y] : 1 + (y; x)
>x(y); >xy : 1(y)↓ → 1; 1 + (y; newD(1))
x(y) : 1
[y] :
⋃
(v:D)∈ allV(1)
1 + (y; v : D) ∪⋃
c∈(allD(1)\typV(1))∪newD(1))
1 + (y; c)
end case
end case
N C = d1 : D1 : : : dm : Dm : case unionmulti
m∑
i=1
(vi; di) in
6 : ⊥
1 : case  in

; 
[x=y] : 

>x(y); >xy : 1(x)1(y)
x(y) : 1(x)
[y] : [1(y)]
end case
end case
where {v1 : D1; : : : ; vm : Dm}=allV(); D1⊂D2⊂ · · · ⊂Dm
sistency, then the update function returns the empty set and, by deHnition of –.N , the
-calculus process taken into account remains blocked. When unionmulti{|C|}N results into
an environment 1 = 6, the deHnition of N (; ; C) is essentially the same as that of
(1; ; C) and indeed in this case we can still use the ground sum operation ‘+’.
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One single diIerence between N and  is worth noticing. It is relative to the
instantiation of input placeholders, namely to the deHnition of N (; [y]; C). The ground
update function would associate y with all the constants active in 1 plus a new one.
Here y is non-deterministically associated with all the active variables (i.e., with each
of the names initially free) and with all the constants activated during the ongoing
computation plus a new one.
The observable result N (′; !) yields a function of all the variables which are active
in ′. The association of variables with some tuple of constants in the variables types
may give raise to inconsistency. For instance, if v2 ∈ [v1]′ , this is the case for the
association of (v1 : {c1}; v2 : {c1; c2}) with the tuple (c1; c2). Then the function N may
return on some tuple of arguments the distinguished element ⊥ denoting undeHnedness.
Notice however that, if ′ ∈ N (; !) then N (′; !) =⊥. Also, the result yielded by the
actualization N (′; !)(c˜) =⊥ is analogous to the observation returned by the ground
function .
In order to give a deeper intuition about the deHnition of N and N we discuss in
the following a case study.
Example 26. Let N = {x; z} and let L be as deHned below:
L = IdE + (x; v1 : {c1}) + (z; v2 : {c1; c2}):
We compute N and N correspondingly to a few symbolic actions and environments.
1. First let ! = 〈[y]; true〉. The application N (L; !) returns a set composed by three
updated environments, say {1; 2; 3}. Assuming newV(L)= c3, the following
equalities hold:
1 = L + (y; v1) = L + (y; x) N (1; !) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:[d1];
2 = L + (y; v2) = L + (y; z) N (2; !) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:[d2];
3 = L + (y; c3) N (3; !) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:[c3]:
2. Assume now !′= 〈
; y= z〉. Then N (1; !′)= N (3; !′)= ∅, in fact the input
placeholder y was instantiated by z neither in 1 nor in 3. Hence {|y= z|}N1 =
{|y= z|}N3 = 6. By contrast, as {|y= z|}N2 =5, the following holds:
N (2; !′) = {2};
N (2; !′) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:
:
The idea is that, no matter what any z could be, the action 
 may take place only
if y was instantiated by z. In such a case the action can surely be executed, with
‘surely’ being represented by the fact that N (2; !′) is a constant function.
3. Now consider !′′= 〈
; x = z〉. Here, letting j=1; 2; 3, the following holds:
{|x = z|}Nj = (x; z);
N (j; !′′) = {j + (x; z)};
N (j + (x; z); !′′) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}: d1 = d2 → 
;⊥:
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The above indicates that, independently on the actual instantiation of y, the action

 may be performed only with the proviso that x and z are the same.
Example 26 makes clear that the information supplied by the set indexing N cannot
be recovered by simply checking the association of names with variables. As it is the
case for (y 1 v1) and for (y 2 v2), those associations might have been inherited, for
instance, because of the instantiation of some placeholder.
We can now provide a better understanding of the reason why we deHned the relation
−.N resorting to the partial ordering on functions, namely using labels ) N (′; !).
First observe that
– the non-ground -calculus process  ::P stays for a substitution-indexed family of
-calculus processes, say {P};
– any substitution  is actually witnessed by a tuple c˜ such that N (′; !)(c˜) =⊥.
In this view, function N (′; !) is a monolithic – functional vs. pointwise – represen-
tation of the family of labels {} such that P →P′ . Taking ) N (′; !) is meant
to factorize the observable eIect N (′; !) while retaining a functional view about
processes. Indeed, if the relation −.N was deHned assuming )= N (′; !) then the
induced strong bisimulation semantics over -calculus processes would be Hner than
late congruence. We comment further on this issue by means of the example below.
Example 27. Consider the following late congruent processes:
P ≡ x(y):(
+ [x = z]
);
Q ≡ x(y):
:
Let L= IdE + (x; v1 : {c1}) + (z; v2 : {c1; c2}) with N = {x; z} and also assume 1 =
L + (y; v1). Then the following holds.
L :: P
)
–.N 
L :: y:(
+ [x = z]
)
)′
–.N 1 :: 
+ [x = z]

L :: Q
)
–.N 
L :: y:

)′
–.N 1 :: 
:
A close look at Example 26 shows that
N (N (1; 
; [x = z]); 
; [x = z]) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}: d1 = d2 → 
;⊥
while
N (N (1; 
; true); 
; true) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:
:
If −.N was directly labelled by N (′; !) in Table 6, then L ::P and L ::Q would
be deemed not to be strong bisimilar. In fact, the derivative 1 :: 
 of L ::Q could not
match the move played by 1 :: (
+ [x = z]
) and labelled d1d2: d1 =d2→ 
;⊥.
In the following, we address the translation of non-ground environments into ground
environments. This construction will be used to prove the characterization theorem.
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The following deHnition is about the consistent transformation of variables into con-
stants in their types.
Denition 28. Let  be a non-ground environment. A variable substitution for  is
a substitution from variables to constants deHned as follows:
• if allV() = ∅ then the only variable substitution for  is the empty substitution,
• if allV()={v1 : D1; : : : ; vm : Dm} with D1⊂ · · ·⊂Dm, then a variable substitution
 for  is deHned as = v1 () : : : vm() where
– vj () is the substitution {aj=vj} with
aj =
{
(vj) if [vj] is deHned-by-constant;
cj ∈ Dj otherwise;
– ∀i; j=1; : : : ; m if vi ∈ [vj] then Im(vi())= Im(vj ()).
Variable substitutions are applied to non-ground environments in order to encode
them into sets of ground environments. We convey to use the notation below.
Notation. Let  be a non-ground environment, and let  be a substitution from vari-
ables to constants. Then  is deHned to be
 =
{
 if  is empty;
(eraseV(+ (v; c))v)′ if  = {c=v}′;
where eraseV : E→V→E, and the application eraseVv returns an environment
like  where v is made inactive, namely all and only the associations (a; v) with a = v
have been erased.
The following proposition asserts that there exists a precise relationship between the
two evaluation functions considered so far.
Proposition 29. Let  be a variable substitution for ; and C be an obligation. Then
unionmulti{|C|}N = 6 i6 unionmulti{|C|}Nunionmulti ∑Dm() (vj; vj) = 6 i6 [|C|] i6 =(unionmulti{|C|}N).
Proof. Notice, in the deHnition of the two evaluation functions, the correspondence
between tt and the empty relation 5 and the one between ff and the inconsistent
relation 6. Then the thesis is an immediate consequence of the deHnition of variable
substitution.
Using variable substitutions, the functional behaviour of late non-ground -calculus
processes can be related to the behaviour of ground agents. This relationship can be
informally explained as follows.
– Suppose that a ground environment is deHned to be equal to  with  non-ground,
and  variable substitution for . Then the fact that  ::P can move implies that
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 ::P can move as well, since its functional behaviour is distinct from ⊥ in at least
one point.
– For the other way round, if the non-ground environment ′ is reached by executing
the observable function f then there exists a corresponding ground step for each
point of deHnedness of f.
Proposition 30. Let  ::P be a non-ground -calculus process. Then the following
holds:
1. Assume that  ::P
)−. ′′ ::P′ with  variable substitution for . Then  ::P f−.N ′
::P′ with f(Im())= ). Also;  is a variable substitution for ′ and ′′= ′.
2. Assume that  ::P
f−.N ′ ::P′. Then f(c˜) =⊥ i6 c˜= Im(′) with ′ variable sub-
stitution for ′. Moreover any ′ such that f(Im(′)) =⊥ is also a variable sub-
stitution for  and ′ ::P
)−. ′′ ::P′ with )=f(Im(′)).
Proof. (1) Let  ::P
)−. ′′ ::P′
⇒ P 〈;C〉→ P′′ with <C= and P′′ such that either P′≡P′′ or P′≡ y:P′′ depending
on .
⇒ By Proposition 29 and the hypothesis that  is a variable substitution for  it
follows that unionmulti{|C|}N = 6 and that (unionmulti{|C|}N)= .
⇒ The thesis comes by the deHnitions of ; N ; ; N , and by the deHnition of variable
substitution.
(2) Assume  ::P
f−.N ′ ::P′
⇒ P 〈;C〉→ P′′ with unionmulti{|C|}N = 6 and P′′ such that either P′≡P′′ or P′≡ y:P′′.
Moreover, the thesis that f(c˜) =⊥ iI c˜= Im(′) with ′ variable substitution for ′
directly comes by the deHnition of variable substitution. In fact, variable substitutions
are the only possible associations of variables with constants which do not give raise
to inconsistency. Hence any c˜ distinct from the codomain of a variable substitution for
′ is such that ′ unionmulti ∑mi=1(vi; ci)= 6, which implies f(c˜)=⊥.
Also, as in general ′ encodes more constraints than  does, any variable substitution
for ′ is a variable substitution for  as well.
⇒ By Proposition 29 and the hypothesis that ′ is a variable substitution for  it
follows that <C=′ holds. Hence the thesis that ′ ::P
)−. ′′ ::P′ is a consequence
of the deHnitions of ; N ; , and N .
We can now state a characterization of the -calculus strong congruence in the
non-ground -calculus. The proof of the coincidence result exploits the relationship
between non-ground -processes and the ground -agents obtained by -closure. On
the one hand, each non-ground environment is expanded into a set of ground envi-
ronments. On the other way round, sets of ground environments are given a compact
representation via one single non-ground environment.
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Theorem 31 (Coincidence with strong late congruence). Let P1; P2 be -calculus pro-
cesses and let L be a list containing all and only the elements of the set N = fn(P1;
P2). Then P1∼L P2 i6 L ::P1∼N L ::P2.
Proof. We prove in the following that
L :: P1 ∼N L :: P2 iI IdE ::  clos(P1;L) ∼ IdE ::  clos(P2;L)
then the thesis comes by Theorem 20.
(If) By hypothesis, a relation S⊆ ∼N exists with (L ::P1; L ::P2)∈S. We trans-
form S into the relation S ∪S1 with the two components deHned as follows:
S =
⋃
L2 ;L1
{(L1 ::  clos(P1;L2); L1 ::  clos(P2;L2))};
where L1;L2 are lists such that L= [L1;L2] and, for j=1; 2, the environment L1
ranges over the environments which are reachable from IdE ::  clos(Pj; [L1;L2]) by
Hring the -abstractions over the names contained in L1.
S1 =
⋃
(P ::P;Q ::Q)∈S
{(adj con(P) :: P; adj con(Q) :: Q)};
where  is a variable substitution for both P and Q and adj con( ) is a function
which possibly renames the constants of the deHned equivalence classes of its argument.
The use of the function adj con( ) is due to the fact that, when applying a variable
substitution to a non-ground environment, some care is needed in order to be respectful
of the constant generation mechanism. For instance, assume that such a mechanism
returns in the order the constants (c1; c2; c3; : : :) and that = IdE+(x; v1 : {c1})+(z; v2 :
{c1; c2}) + (y; c3) and eventually that = {c1=v1; c1=v2}. In such a case = IdE +
(x; c1)+ (z; c1)+ (y; c3). Instead of this we want to get the environment IdE+(x; c1)+
(z; c1)+(y; c2). The application adj con() is supposed to suitably act on [c] in order
to let allD() be given by the Hrst k generated constants whenever card(allD())= k.
By construction the relation S ∪S1 contains the pair (IdE ::  clos(P1;L); IdE ::
 clos(P2;L)). We now prove that (S ∪S1)⊆ ∼.
Given any pair (L1 ::P; L1 ::Q)∈S it can be easily shown that whenever L1 ::P
moves then the process L1 ::Q can match the move and the derivative agents are either
in S or in S1. Letting yn be the last name in the list L, the only care is relative
to processes of the shape P≡ yn:Pi and Q≡ yn:Pj with i; j=1; 2 and i = j. In such
cases the thesis that the derivative agents belong to the relation S1 is a consequence of
the deHnitions of  clos( ;L) and of L. In fact, suppose that yk is the kth element
of the list L. Then there is a neat relationship between the set of constants associated
with yk in the environments which are derivable from IdE ::  clos( ;L) and the type
of the variable associated with yk in L. Both the two sets are given by the Hrst
k generated constants. Then the thesis directly comes from the deHnition of variable
substitution.
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Now consider the relation S2 deHned as follows:
S2 =
⋃
(P ::P;Q ::Q)∈S
{(P :: P; Q :: Q)};
where  is a variable substitution for both P and Q. Instead of proving that S1⊆ ∼,
we get rid of the function adj con( ) and show that the relation S2 is a strong bisim-
ulation. Then the thesis is a consequence of Proposition 15.
Assume that (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈S2 because of (P ::P; Q ::Q) ∈S with  variable
substitution for both P and Q. Also assume that P ::P
)−. ′′ ::P′.
⇒ By Proposition 30 it follows that P ::P
f−. P′ ::P′ with )=f(Im()) and 
variable substitution also for P′ and ′′= P′.
⇒ By (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈S, some Q′ ::Q′ exists such that Q ::Q
f−. Q′ ::Q′ with
(P′ ::P′; Q′ ::Q′)∈S.
⇒ By Proposition 30 and by f(Im())= ) it comes that Q ::Q
)−. Q′ ::Q′ with
 variable substitution for Q′ .
⇒ By (P′ ::P′; Q′ ::Q′)∈S and by deHnition of S2 it follows that (P′ ::P′; Q′
 ::Q′)∈S2.
(Only if) Assume that the relation T⊆ ∼ contains the pair (IdE ::  clos(P1;L); IdE
::  clos(P2;L)). Then deHne the relation T′ acting as follows. For each subset of T
of the shape⋃

{(adj con((L + P))) :: P; adj con((L + Q)) :: Q)};
where P;Q ≡ z:R for z ∈N and  is a variable substitution for both (L + P) and
(L + Q), the relation T′ is let to contain the pair (L + P ::P; L + Q ::Q).
By the deHnitions of  clos( ; ) and of variable substitution, the pair (L ::P1; L ::
P2) is contained in T′. We now prove that T′⊆ ∼N .
Assume that the pair (vP ::P; 
v
Q ::Q) has been put in T
′ because of⋃

{(adj con(vP) :: P; adj con(vQ) :: Q)}⊆T:
Also, suppose that vP ::P
f−.N vP′ ::P′
⇒ By Proposition 30, for all c˜ such that f(c˜) =⊥, it holds that c˜= Im(′) with ′
variable substitution for both vP and 
v
P′ . Moreover, it also holds that 
v
P
′ ::P
)−. vP′′
::P′ with )=f(c˜)
⇒ By deHnition of the function adj con( ) and by⋃

{(adj con(vP) :: P; adj con(vQ) :: Q)}⊆T⊆ ∼
it follows that vQ
′ ::Q
)−. vQ′′ ::Q′ with
{(adj con(vP′′) :: P′; adj con(vQ′′) :: Q′)}⊆T
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Table 8
DeHnition of −.O
P
!→P′ ′ ∈ O(; !) ) O(′; !) ) 	= ⊥
 :: P
)
−.O ′ :: P′
⇒ vQ ::Q
h−.N vQ′ ::Q′ with (vP′ ::P′; vQ′ ::Q′)∈T′ by
{(adj con(vP′′ :: P′; adj con(vQ′′) :: Q′)⊆T
for all ′ which is a variable substitution for both vP′ and 
v
Q′ and where h=f. In
fact, by the assumed generality of ′, the two functions are point-wise equal on each
c˜= Im(′) and by Proposition 30 these are the only points where the two functions
are distinct from ⊥.
4.2. Open congruence
To show the ;exibility of the non-ground -calculus, we now go further in adopting
a functional interpretation of processes and show an alternative characterization of
-calculus open semantics [24].
Denition 32. A binary symmetric relation S is an open bisimulation if PSQ implies
that for all name substitutions 
if P →P′ with bn() =∈ fn(P;Q), then for some Q′, Q →Q′ and
P′SQ′
P is open bisimilar to Q, written P ∼O Q, if PSQ for some open bisimulation S.
Open semantics moves name instantiation inside the deHnition of bisimulation, im-
mediately qualifying itself as a congruence. Indeed, in the above deHnition, a universal
quantiHcation over substitutions is used, so that an inHnite number of checks is re-
quired at each step. However, in [24], the author proved that open semantics can have
a characterization more eLcient than the one stated in DeHnition 32.
Sangiorgi’s eLcient characterization of open congruence is based on a specialized
transition system that allows name substitutions to be delayed as much as possible.
The -calculus open semantics is in that same spirit: free names and instantiation
are interpreted much in the same way as variables and uniHcation are dealt with in
logic programming. When an input action is executed, a variable is associated with
the formal parameter of the performed action. This shows up in the deHnition of
the open -calculus transition system, denoted by −.O , where the actualization of
input placeholders is delayed as much as possible. The transition relation −.O is
reported in Table 8, and again the extensional -semantics is given by the induced
strong bisimulation, written ∼O . There is no need here to let the transition relation
be parametric over a set of names. In fact, the present instantiation strategy genuinely
consists in delaying actualization as much as possible. At any point during computation,
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all the variables can still be considered as formal parameters. This implies that the
evaluation function can always add constraints on variables. More speciHcally, suppose
that one name out of x and y, or also both, are associated with a variable. If so,
evaluating whether or not x=y in  results in the constraint (x; y). Then the addition
of  with the relation (x; y).
– either respects the required equality
(e.g. [x]= [y]= {x; y; c}),
– or induces the required equality
(e.g. [x]= {x; c} and [y]= {y; v : {c} ∪ D} or, also,
[x]= {x; v1 : D} and [y]= {y; v2 : D ∪ D′}),
– or causes inconsistency
(e.g. [x]= {x; c1} and [y]= {y; c2}).
The reHned evaluation function 〈[C]〉 is reported in Table 9 together with specialized
update and result functions for open semantics. As far as 〈[x=y]〉 is concerned, notice
that a constraint is added to the environment only when ((x) ↓ and (y) ↓). If this
is not the case, then we have just to test whether or not (x  y). In fact, if ((x)↑ or
(y) ↑) then at least one name out of x and y is private. Think, for instance, of the
obligation in the symbolic action ox〈>zy; z ↓〉= 〈 >z(y); x=y∧ z ↓〉. The issue of variable
instantiation plays no role when x and y are as above: no association can force them
to become the same name.
Apart from the use of distinct criteria for evaluating obligations, the function O
diIers from N only as far as input actions are concerned. The improvement in eL-
ciency over the transition systems described so far is made evident by the fact that
O(; x(y); C) causes – at most – the association of the name y with one single fresh
variable. The information that such a variable may assume any of the constants already
active in  or a new one is coded in the variable type. This treatment of input actions
delays as much as possible the actual instantiation of the parameter. More properly, the
instantiation is fully delegated to the constraint system implemented by the evaluation
function 〈[ ]〉 and hence it takes place only if, and when, it is strictly necessary for
the computation to go on.
The deHnition of the result function O is analogous to the one of N , but the number
of arguments of the function returned by O is not a priori Hxed. The open transition
system interprets any process as a function of all its free names. Hence, the result
yielded by O is a function of all the names associated with variables at the beginning
of the computation, plus the placeholders of all the input actions already executed.
The open instantiation strategy can be illustrated by means of the following
example.
Example 33. Let L be deHned as follows:
L = IdE + (x; v1 : {c1}) + (z; v2 : {c1; c2}):
We investigate on the values returned by O and by O when they are applied to
distinct environments and symbolic actions:
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Table 9
DeHnition of (O; O)
〈[C]〉 = case C in
true : 5
false : 6
x ↓ : (x)↓ →5; 6
x = y : ((x)↓ and (y)↓)→ (x; y); x  y→5; 6
x 	= y : x  y→ 6; 5
C1 ∧ C2 : 〈[C1]〉 unionmulti 〈[C2]〉
end case
OC = case  unionmulti 〈[C]〉 in
6 : ∅
1 : case  in

 : 1

[x=y] : 1 + (y; x)
>x(y); >xy : 1(y)↓ → 1; 1 + (y; newD(1))
x(y) : 1 + (y; newV(1) : (allD(1) ∪ newD(1)))
[y] : 1
end case
end case
OC = d1 : D1 : : : dm : Dm : case  unionmulti
m∑
i=1
(vi; di) in
6 : ⊥
1 : case  in

; 
[x=y] : 

>x(y); >xy : 1(x)1(y)
x(y) : 1(x)
[y] : [1(y)]
end case
end case
where {v1 : D1; : : : ; vm : Dm} = allV(); D1⊂D2⊂ : : :⊂Dm
1. Assume != 〈x(y); x ↓〉 and suppose newD(L)= c3. Then
O(L; !) = {L + (y; v3 : {c1; c2; c3})};
O(L + (y; v3); !) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:d3 : {c1; c2; c3}: d1:
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2. For !′= 〈
; true〉 the following holds:
O(L + (y; v3); !′) = {L + (y; v3)};
O(L + (y; v3); !′) = d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:d3 : {c1; c2; c3}: 
:
3. Suppose now !′′= 〈
; y= z〉. In this case
O(L + (y; v3); !′′) = {L + (y; v3) + (y; z)};
O(L + (y; v3) + (y; z); !′′)
= d1 : {c1}:d2 : {c1; c2}:d3 : {c1; c2; c3}: d3 =d2 → 
;⊥:
Given any name substitution , the result yielded by O(L+(y; v3)+ (y; z); !′′)
means that the action 
 may be performed only with the proviso that y is in-
stantiated by z. In the meanwhile, the name z could be either the same as x
(d1 =d2 =d3 = c1) or distinct from it (d1 = c1 and d2 =d3 = c2). Obviously, when
y is instantiated by a fresh name (d3 = c3), the requirement y= z cannot be met.
Open -calculus semantics distinguishes the process x(y):(
:
+ 
) from x(y):(
:
+

+ 
:[y= z]
). Correspondingly in the open -calculus, we can see that
L :: x(y):(
:
+ 
) ∼O L :: x(y):(
:
+ 
+ 
:[y = z]
)
for L= IdE+(x; v1 : {c1})+(z; v2 : {c1; c2}). The reason for this is that process L:: x(y):
(
:
 + 
) cannot win any bisimulation game started by the partner and terminating in
the state L + (y; v3) :: [y= z]
. More precisely, a bisimulation relation should contain
– either the pair (L + (y; v3) :: [y= z]
; L + (y; v3) :: 
),
– or the pair (L + (y; v3) :: [y= z]
; L + (y; v3) :: nil).
This is impossible. In the Hrst case, process L+(y; v3) :: [y= z]
 could not match the
move (d1d2d3:
) performed by L + (y; v3) :: 
. In the second case, the deadlocked
L + (y; v3) :: nil could not react to any ) d1d2d3: d3 =d2 → 
;⊥.
The following proposition, analogous to Proposition 29, provides the basis for the
encoding of the open -calculus into the ground -calculus.
Proposition 34. Let  be a variable substitution for ; and C be an obligation. Then
 unionmulti 〈[C]〉 = 6 i6  unionmulti 〈[C]〉 unionmulti∑Dm()(vj; vj) = 6 i6 <C=.
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of the deHnitions of the involved eval-
uation functions and of variable substitution. The only interesting diIerence between
< = and 〈[ ]〉 raises from the evaluation of obligations of the shape x=y when
((x)↓ and (y)↓). So, assume unionmulti〈[x=y]〉 = 6. This does hold iI [x] and [y] are
– either both deHned-by-constant and such that [x] ∩D= [y] ∩D,
– or both deHned-by-variable,
– or one is deHned-by-variable via v : D and the other is deHned-by-constant via
c∈D.
Then the theses are consequences of the deHnitions of variable substitution and .
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The next statement is the actual corresponding of Proposition 30. It addresses the
relationship between variable substitutions and functional observations.
Proposition 35. Assume  ::P
f−.O ′ ::P′. Then the following holds:
1: f(c˜) = ⊥ i6 c˜= Im() with  variable substitution for ′;
2: if  is a variable substitution for ′ then frag(; ) is a variable substitution for
; where frag(; )= {v1=v1; : : : ; vm=vm} for allV()= {v1; : : : ; vm}.
Proof. (1) By deHnition, the set of the variable substitutions for a given environment
represents all the possible ways to transform variables into constants without giving
raise to inconsistency. Hence, in the deHnition of O the sum ′unionmulti
∑m
i=1(vi; ci) is distinct
from the distinguished element 6 iI the tuple (c1; : : : ; cm) is the codomain of some
variable substitution.
(2) The updated environment ′ potentially encodes some constraints more than .
Then, although the other way round is not true, whenever allV(′)= allV() any
variable substitution for ′ is a variable substitution for  as well. By deHnition of
O, correspondingly to the symbolic execution of the input action x(y) it holds that
allV(′)= allV() ∪ {vm :Dm}. In such a case a variable substitution for  may be
obtained by the variable substitution  for ′ by simply getting rid of the component
relative to the variable vm. In fact, correspondingly to the execution of x(y) it holds
that [y]= {y} and [y]′ = {y; vm}. Hence any variable substitution for ′ has the shape
{cm=vm} with cm ∈Dm and Dm(v)= allV().
The following characterization theorem concludes our investigation into call-by-need
instantiation strategies in the -calculus. The proof of the result involves both the
previous encoding of non-groundness into groundness and the encoding of -calculus
into -calculus reported in Appendix A.
Theorem 36 (Coincidence with open semantics). Let P1; P2 be -calculus processes
and let L be a list containing all and only the elements of fn(P1; P2). Then P1∼O P2
i6 L ::P1∼O L ::P2.
Proof. See Appendix B.
5. Concluding remarks
We investigated explicit substitutions in the -calculus, and presented alternative
characterizations of late congruences, both strong and weak. A coincidence result with
open semantics was also shown.
Our study was carried on in the -calculus, a process calculus with explicit con-
structors to handle name substitutions: -preHxes and environments. To characterize
-calculus congruences, we resorted, in turn, to ground environments paired with -
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closures of -processes, and to functional environments paired with standard
-processes.
The main advantage of the Hrst approach is that the mere evolution of a -closed
term induces the generation of (the environments corresponding to) the minimal set of
substitutions needed to check congruence.
As for the second approach, we exploited a more promising call-by-need discipline
for the instantiation of the arguments which the running process is considered to depend
on. Analogous instantiation strategies are a common feature of symbolic semantics for
data-dependent calculi [11]. Indeed, call-by-need disciplines underlie the characteriza-
tions of late and open -calculus semantics presented in [14, 13, 24], respectively. The
relationship between our approach and the purely symbolic semantics proposed by Lin
and Sangiorgi deserves further investigation. What is immediately evident is the diIer-
ence at the extensional level. Symbolic semantics is deHned as closure over a family
of bisimulation relations indexed by equalities and inequalities on names. By contrast,
in the non-ground -calculus, the call-by-need strategy is adopted just to recognize
the minimal symbolic requirements for the computation to go on. Those requirements
are then interpreted and made concrete by updating environments. So, -processes are
equated by standard bisimulation semantics.
In this paper, we only dealt with late and open semantics. By minor changes, how-
ever, all the coincidence results stated for late congruences do hold for semantics of the
early family. In the same spirit as that of the free input actions of [20], such changes
essentially amount to make atomic any input step and the subsequent instantiation move
[23].
The main contribution of the paper is the characterization of late -calculus congru-
ences in terms of CCS equivalences. This allows well-known mathematical properties
and well-assessed veriHcation tools to be exported from CCS to -calculus. For in-
stance, as commented, it would be quite easy to state axiomatic characterizations of
-congruences exploiting the algorithm presented in [3], and Milner’s 
-laws. More-
over, the implementation of a late -calculus veriHcation platform would consist in
designing a tool for the generation of the appropriate transition graphs, and in interfac-
ing it with a CCS-bisimulation checking tool, like, e.g., the Concurrency Workbench.
The reliability of the global system would most likely be comparable to that of the
Mobility Workbench [25], a platform to decide open congruence, which is, at the best
of our knowledge, the single well-assessed veriHcation tool for the -calculus.
To a larger extent, the proposed treatment of explicit substitutions sheds light on
the mechanism of name instantiation in semantics of the late family, and the approach
might be of interest in the study of other name-passing process calculi.
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Appendix A.
We recall in the following the main constructions and encodings needed to show
Theorem 6. They result from mild simpliHcations of analogous statements appeared
in [9]. These simpliHcations, on their hand, are essentially due to the introduction of
explicit -preHxes. The calculus presented in [9] had no explicit operator for name
instantiation. Then the proper management of input actions required the use of both
a more complicated result function , and more sophisticated environments, similar to
those presented in Section 4 of this paper.
As commented in Section 2, the proof of the characterization result is quite complex.
The deHnitions and the few auxiliary statements that follow are not meant to cover each
single detail. They have rather been selected to sketch out the proof of Theorem 6,
and to provide the formal constructions used in Appendix B to show Theorem 36.
Complete proofs and detailed comments on encodings can be found in [23, Chapter 3].
The Hrst deHnition presents the core issue of the transformation of environments into
actual name substitutions. Roughly, each relevant name x in  is classiHed according
to the following criterion:
– it was involved in the communication of a bound name and there is still a name
z ∈ [x] which occurs bound in P;
– it was involved in a communication which should be indeed a closing communica-
tion;
– it is really (i.e. semantically) a free name of  :: P, namely (x)↓.
Denition A.1. Let  :: P be a ground -calculus process. Also, given the set A⊆N,
assume to be able to choose a canonical representative of A, say crep(A)∈A. (E.g.
assume the existence of a standard ordering on the names in N, then crep(A) might
be the least element of A w.r.t. that order). Then we deHne the following substitutions:
– let rep(x;  :: P)= z whenever ([x] ∩ bn(P))= {z}. Then
s( :: P) = {rep(x0;  :: P)=x0; : : : ; rep(xm;  :: P)=xm};
where Dm(s( :: P))= {x | card([x])¿2 and (x)↑ and ([x] ∩ bn(P)) = ∅},
– the restriction substitution r of  :: P is
r( :: P) = {crep([x0])=x0; : : : ; crep([xm])=xm};
where Dm(r( :: P))= {x | card([x])¿2 and (x)↑ and ([x] ∩ bn(P))= ∅},
– the constant substitution c of  is
c() = {(x0)=x0; : : : ; (xm)=xm};
where Dm(c())= {x | [x] is deHned-by-constant},
– an admissible name substitution for {c0; : : : ; cj; cj+1; : : : ; cj+k} is an injective sub-
stitution
n = {<−1(c0)=c0; : : : ; <−1(cj)=cj; x1=cj+1; : : : ; xk =cj+k};
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Table 10
DeHnition of rsp( ; )
rsp(R; P) = case R in
∅ : {P}
{x} ∪ R′ :
⋃
y∈R
⋃
P′ ∈rnp(y; P)
rsp(R\{y}; P′)
end case
where
rnp(y; P) = case P in
nil : {nil}
:P1 : {:P1}
[x= z]P1 : {[x= z]P1}
P1 + P2 : {P1 + P2}
P1 |P2 : y∈ (fn(P1)∩ fn(P2))→{(y)(P1 |P2)};
{(y)(P1 |P2)}∪
{(P1 |P′2) s:t: P′2 ∈ rnp(y; P2) and y∈ bn(P1 |P′2)}
{(P′1 |P2) s:t: P′1 ∈ rnp(y; P1) and y∈ bn(P′1 |P2)}
(z)P1 : {(z)P′s:t: P′ ∈ rnp(y; P1)}
!P1 : {!P1}
end case
where {c0; : : : ; cj}⊆DI , {cj+1; : : : ; cj+k}⊆DRT , {x1; : : : ; xk}⊆N; and – :NI →DI
is the bijective mapping of DeHnition 4.
The coming deHnition supplies us with the formal machinery needed to recover the
-calculus lack of an explicit Close rule. Given a set of names R and a process
P, the function rsp(R; P) returns a set of processes where the names in R are non-
deterministically put on top of the parallel compositions in P.
We then proceed with the formalization of the actual encoding of -calculus into
-calculus.
Denition A.2. Let R be a Hnite set of names, and let P be a -calculus process. The
set rsp(R; P) is deHned as in Table 10.
Notation. Given a -calculus process P and a substitution s, we denote by [P]s the
process obtained from P by substituting any free occurrence of x by xs, without caring
of name clashes. Then, given [P]s and a substitution  with Dm()= bn([P]s), we
denote by [P]s the -conversion of [P]
s which respects , namely the -calculus process
obtained by substituting any occurrence of y∈ bn([P]s) by y.
Translation A1 (From ground -calculus to -Calculus): Let S be a bisimulation
for -calculus processes. Then
Tr(S) =
⋃
(P ::P′ ;Q ::Q′)∈S
Tr((P :: P; Q :: Q));
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where
• P≡P′′ if P′≡ y:P′′ and P≡P′ otherwise,
• Q≡Q′′ if Q′≡ z:Q′′ and Q≡Q′ otherwise,
• Tr((P :: P; Q :: Q)) is the set of pairs (P; Q) such that
– P≡ Pˆ(c(P)n);
– Q≡ Qˆ(c(Q)n);
– Pˆ ∈ rsp(Im(r(P :: P)), [P]s(P :: P)r(P :: P));
– Qˆ∈ rsp(Im(r(Q :: Q)), [Q]s(Q ::Q)r(Q :: Q));
– n admissible name substitution for Im(c(P))∪ Im(c(Q)).
Remark A.3. Let P and Q be as in Translation A1. By deHnition, for some Pr without
homonymy either among bound names or among free and bound names, P≡ Pr where
– Pr ∈ rsp(Dm(r(P :: P))P; [P]s(P :: P)′P P),
– P = r(P :: P)′′P (
c(P)n),
– ′P; 
′′
P are, respectively, the refreshment of the bound names of P and the refreshment
of the names in Im(r(P :: P)).
Similarly, for a suitable Qr without homonymy and for suitable substitutions ′Q; 
′′
Q, it
holds that
Q ≡ Qr ∈ rsp(Dm(r(Q :: Q))Q; [Q]s(Q ::Q)′Q Q);
where Q = r(Q :: Q)′′Q(c(Q)n).
We now consider the opposite encoding: from -calculus to -calculus. Given a
-process, supposingly obtained by some derivation, we need
– to know which would be its syntactic structure if no name instantiation (but deco-
ration of bound names of replicated subprocesses) had ever been applied during the
derivation;
– to build a suitable corresponding environment, and possibly preHx the process by a
-abstraction.
The following deHnitions, leading to the wanted encoding, are meant to meet the de-
mands above.
Denition A.4. Let P be a -calculus process. The set sub(P) is deHned in Table 11,
where n stays for a positive integer.
Notation. We use the operator (R)dec
n
to mean that the names in the set R have been
arbitrarily decorated, up to n times, by either ( )dec 0 or ( )dec 1. Namely
(R)dec
n
=
⋃
x∈R;|s|6n
{x(s)};
where s is a string of zeros and ones.
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Table 11
DeHnition of sub( )
sub(P) = case P in
nil : {nil}
:P1 : {:P1}∪ sub(P1)
[x= z]P1 : {[x= z]P1}∪ sub(P1)
P1 + P2 : {P1 + P2}∪ sub(P1)∪ sub(P2)
P1 |P2 : {P1 |P2}∪ {(P′1 |P′2) s:t:
(P′1 ∈ sub(P1) and P′2 ≡ P2) or
(P′1≡P1 and P′2 ∈ sub(P2)) or
(P′1 ∈ sub(P1) and P′2 ∈ sub(P2))
}
(y)P1 : {(y)P1}∪ {(y)P′1 s:t: P′1 ∈ sub(P1)}∪ sub(P1)
!P1 : {!P1}∪ {(P′1 |P′′1 ) s:t:
P′1 ∈ sub((P1)dec 0) and
P′′1 ∈ sub(repl((P1)dec 1; n− 1))
end case
where
repl(P; j) = case j in
j=0 : !P
j¿0 : (P)dec 0 | repl((P)dec 1; j − 1)
end case
Denition A.5. Let Pj; P be -calculus processes. Process P ∈ sub(Pj) is a (Pj; Pr; R; s;
)-dual of P if a set of names R and name substitutions s,  exist such that P≡ Pr ∈
rsp(R; [P]s) where, letting Res be the set of the restricted names of Pj, the following
holds:
– R⊆ ⋃
k¿0
(Res\bn(P))deck ;
– Dm(s);Dm()⊆ ⋃
k¿0
(bn(Pj))dec
k
,
– Im(s)⊆ bn(P),
– Im()⊆R∪
(
N
∖ ⋃
k¿0
(n(Pj))dec
k
)
.
Denition A.6. Let N ⊆NI , and RP ⊆NRT , and sP; P be name substitutions, and Pr be
a -calculus process. Also, take F = {x | x∈Dm(P) and xP =∈RP}. Then, a (N; RP; sP;
P)-environment for Pr is deHned as follows:
– If F = ∅, then the only (N; RP; sP; P)-environment for Pr is given by = N +
{(x; y) |y= xsP or (y= xP and xP ∈RP) or (yP = xP and xP =∈RP)}.
– If F = ∅ then choose any ordering (x1; : : : ; xm) of its elements.
An (N; RP; sP; P)-environment for Pr is given by the following recurrence:
0 = ;
i+1 = i + (xi+1; newD(i)):
Let P be an (N; RP; sP; P)-environment for Pr and let Q be an (N; RQ; sQ; Q)-
environment for Qr where RQ ⊆NRT and sQ; Q are name substitutions and Qr is
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a -calculus process. Then, P and Q are compatible iI allD(P)= allD(Q) and
∀x∈Dm(P):∀y∈Dm(Q). (xP =∈ bn(Pr) and yQ =∈ bn(Qr) and xP =yQ) implies
P(x)= Q(y).
Translation A2 (From -calculus to ground -calculus): Let P1; P2 be -calculus
processes with N = fn(P1; P2) and let S be a late bisimulation containing (P1; P2).
Then deHne the relation TrE((P1; P2);S) as follows:
TrE((P1; P2);S) =
⋃
(P;Q)∈S
TrE((P1; P2); (P; Q));
where TrE((P1; P2); (P; Q)) is the set of pairs (P ::P; Q P ::Q) such that, letting
i; j=1; 2 and i = j, the following holds:
– P is a (Pi; Pr; RP; sP; P)-dual of P and Q is a (Pj; Qr; RQ; sQ; Q)-dual of Q
– P is an (N; RP; sP; P)-environment for Pr and
Q is an (N; RQ; sQ; Q)-environment for Qr
– P and Q are compatible
The translation TrL((P1; P2);S) is given by TrE((P1; P2);S) plus the pairs deHned as
follows. For each subset of TrE((P1; P2);S) of the shape⋃
c∈allD(P)∪newD(P)
(P + (y; c) :: P; Q + (z; c) :: Q)
add TrE((P1; P2);S) with the pair (P :: y:P; Q :: z:Q).
Remark A.7. By construction, if (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈TrE((P1; P2); (P; Q)) then
– P≡ Pr ∈ rsp((Dm(r(P ::P)))r(P ::P); [P]s(P :: P)r(P ::P)(c(P)n)),
– Q≡ Qr ∈ rsp((Dm(r(Q ::Q)))r(Q ::Q); [Q]s(Q ::Q)r(Q ::Q)(c(Q)n)),
where Pr and Qr are without homonymy of names and n is an admissible name
substitution for Im(c(P))∪ Im(c(Q)) and the restriction substitutions r(P ::P) and
r(Q ::Q) were computed Hxing a particular choice for the canonical representative
crep of DeHnition A.1.
The next step is to establish an operational correspondence in between -calculus and
-calculus. What we state is actually the relationship between behaviours of processes
which are the one encoding of the other. Since this is proved in an inductive way, we
cannot work directly on translated processes, but rather have to consider the generic
process which could occur in the derivation of a transition of the encoded agent. Such
a generic process is much similar to the process P of Remarks A.3 and A.7, but can
have restrictions on a subset of Im(r(P ::P)) instead of on the whole of it.
Denition A.8. We call P− any -converse of P
−
r ∈ rsp(R; [P]s(P :: P)′ ) where
– R⊆Dm(r(P ::P)),
– Dm(′)⊆ bn([P]s(P :: P)),
– = r(P ::P)′′(c(P)n)
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with Dm(′′)= Im(r(P ::P)) and n admissible name substitution for D⊇
Dm(c(P)) and the refreshments ′; ′′ such that P−r is without homonymy either
among its bound names or among its free and bound names.
Theorem A.9. Let P− ; P
−
r be as in De4nition 44 and let s= s(P ::P)
′. Then the
following holds:
1: If P−
u1u2→ P′ then
P
〈 >xy;C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and xs= u1 and ys= u2 and
P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ ).
2: If P−
u1(w)→ P′ with w fresh then
– either P
〈 >x(y); C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and xs= u1 and
P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}) and ys =∈R;
– or P
〈 >xy;C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and xs= u1 and
P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R\{ys}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}) and ys∈R.
3: If P−
u1(w)→ P′ with w fresh then
P
〈x(y); C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and xs= u1 and
P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}).
4: If P−

→P′ then
– either P
〈
;C〉→ P′ and <C=P and P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ );
– or P
〈
[x=y]; C〉→ P′ and <C=P and
◦ if [x]P ∩ bn(P) = ∅ and [x]P ∩ bn(P′)= ∅
then P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R ∪ {w}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=xs; w=ys}) with w fresh;
◦ else either P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P){xs=y}′ )
or P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R{w=xs}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=xs; w=ys}) with w fresh.
Theorem A.10. Let P− ; P
−
r be as in De4nition 44 and let s= s(P ::P)
′. Then the
following holds:
1: If P
〈 >xy;C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and [x]P ∩ bn(P)= ∅ and xs =∈R then
– if ys =∈R then P−
xsys→ P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ );
– else P−
xs(w)→ P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R\{ys}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}) with w fresh;
2: If P
〈 >x(y); C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and [x]P ∩ bn(P)= ∅ and xs =∈R then
P−
xs(w)→ P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}) with w fresh.
3: If P
〈x(y); C∧x↓〉→ P′ and <C=P and [x]P ∩ bn(P)= ∅ and xs =∈R then
P−
xs(w)→ P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=ys}) with w fresh.
4: If P
〈
;C〉→ P′ and <C=P then P− 
→P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P)′ ).
5: If P
〈
[x=y]; C〉→ P′ and <C=P then P− 
→P′ and
– if [x]P ∩ bn(P) = ∅ and [x]P ∩ bn(P′)= ∅
then P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R ∪ {w}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=xs; w=ys}) with w fresh;
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– else eitherP′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R; [P′]s(P :: P){xs=y}′ )
or P′ ≡ P′r ∈ rsp(R{w=xs}; [P′]s(P :: P)′ {w=xs; w=ys}) with w fresh.
Eventually, the following proposition provides, in terms of statements on relevant
name substitutions and obligations, what is needed to deHnitely relate (both ways) the
symbolic transitions of the processes in Theorems A.9 and A.10 with the concrete
moves of the (encoding=encoded) top-level -processes.
Proposition A.11. Let P; Pr and Q; Qr be as in Remark 39. Then the following
holds:
1: xs(P ::P)′PP ∈ fn(P) implies <x ↓ =P;
2: P(x)= Q(y)∈D implies xs(P ::P)′PP =ys(Q ::Q)′QQ;
3: <x ↓ =Q implies [x]Q ∩ bn(Q)= ∅ and xs(Q ::Q)′QQ =∈Dm(r(Q ::Q))Q.
Proof of Theorem 6 (Sketch): We deal with all of the three items simultaneously.
(Only if) Assume that either (N ::P1)l (N ::P2) with l ∈{∼;≈} or (N ::P1)
≈c (N ::P2). In both cases, by hypothesis there exists a bisimulation S⊆ l con-
taining the pair (N ::P1; N ::P2), and also some extra hypotheses do hold when
(N ::P1)≈c (N ::P2). The relation Tr(S) contains by construction the pair (P1; P2)
and it is proven to be the wanted -calculus equivalence relation.
Letting (P; Q)∈Tr((P ::P; Q ::Q))⊆Tr(S), the proof is by case analysis on
P
→P′ . Each case goes as follows. By Theorem A.9 the corresponding symbolic
transition from P is recovered. Then Proposition A.11 is invoked to guarantee that
the symbolic step from P is actually converted into a concrete move from P ::P.
By the hypothesis (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈S, we then have complete information about the
corresponding move of Q ::Q and proceed to Hnd out the wanted transition Q
→Q′
with (P′ ; Q
′
)∈Tr(S). This requires a kind of inversion of the above reasoning that
appeals, this time, to Proposition A.11 and Theorem A.10. Also, in the case when S is
a weak relation (i.e. it proves that (N ::P1) and (N ::P2) are either weak bisimilar or
weak congruent) we resort to an intermediate result about the relationship of the weak
behaviours of Q ::Q and Q. Eventually, when the action  is an input action, the
fact that (P′ {z=w}; Q′{z=w})∈Tr(S) for all z follows quite easily by the deHnition
of the encoding.
(If) Assume that either P1 ˙L P2 with ˙L ∈{∼˙L ;≈˙ L} or P1 ˙ L P2. Also suppose
that the relation S⊆˙L contains the pair (P1; P2) and witnesses their bisimilarity. By
deHnition of TrL, the relation TrL((P1; P2);S) contains the pair (N ::P1; N ::P2). It
remains to show that TrL((P1; P2);S) is the required -calculus bisimulation, and, in
case P1 ˙ L P2, also that TrL((P1; P2);S) guarantees (N ::P1)≈c (N ::P2).
By construction, given any pair (P ::P; Q ::Q)∈TrL((P1; P2); (P; Q)) either both
or none of P and Q are led by a -abstraction. In both cases the proof of TrL((P1; P2);
S)⊆ ∼ is based on a case analysis of the actions performed by P ::P.
Then assume that P ::P
)−. P′ ::P′′.
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If P has the shape y:P′, namely if )= [c] for some constant c, then the thesis is
an easy consequence of the fact that, by deHnition of the encoding, some Q :: z:Q′
there exists such that (P :: y:P′; Q :: z:Q′)∈TrL((P1; P2);S).
Suppose now that P is not led by a -abstraction. In this case we Hrst appeal to
the symbolic transition of P which induced the concrete move labelled by ). Propo-
sition A.11 ensures that the hypotheses of Theorem A.10 are met, hence we retrieve
a corresponding transition from P. By that, and by (P; Q)∈S, we switch to inves-
tigate the symbolic behaviour of Q, by invoking Theorem A.9, and possibly its weak
version (in case we are dealing with a 
-forgetting relation). At this point of the proof,
Proposition A.11 can be applied to guarantee that the symbolic step actually induces the
concrete move Q ::Q
)−. Q′ ::Q′′ with (P′ ::P′′; Q′ ::Q′′)∈TrL((P1; P2);S), whether
or not P′′ is led by a -abstraction.
Appendix B
In the following we will refer to some of the main constructions and statements
presented in Appendix A.
Translation B1 (From open -calculus to -calculus): Let S be a strong bisimulation
relation contained in ∼O . Then
Trv(S) =
⋃
(vP ::P;
v
Q ::Q)∈S
Tr((vP
v :: P; vQ
v :: Q))
with
• v variable substitution for both vP and vQ,
• Tr((vPv ::P; vQv ::Q)) deHned analogously as in Translation A1, that is as the
set of pairs (P; Q) such that
– P≡ Pˆ(c(vPv)n),
– Q≡ Qˆ(c(vQv)n),
– Pˆ ∈ rsp(Im(r(vPv ::P)); [P]s(
v
P
v :: P)r(vP
v ::P)),
– Qˆ∈ rsp(Im(r(vQv ::Q)); [Q]s(
v
Q
v ::Q)r(vQ
v ::Q)),
– n admissible name substitution for Im(c(vP
v))∪ Im(c(vQv)).
Translation B2 (From -calculus to open -calculus): Let P1; P2 be -calculus pro-
cesses and let S be an open bisimulation containing (P1; P2). Then deHne the relation
TrO((P1; P2);S) as follows.
TrO((P1; P2);S)=
⋃
S(P;Q)
TrO((P1; P2);S(P;Q));
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where
• S(P;Q) is the subset of S of the shape
⋃
{(P; Q)},
• TrO((P1; P2);S(P;Q)) is given by the set of pairs (vP ::P; vQ ::Q) such that, letting
i; j=1; 2 and i = j
– P is a (Pi; Pr; RP; sP; P)-dual of P;
– Q is a (Pj; Qr; RQ; sQ; Q)-dual of Q;
– vP and 
v
Q such that for all variable substitutions 
v for both vP and 
v
Q it holds
that vP
v = P and vQ
v = Q where P and Q are deHned as follows:
◦ P is an (∅; RP; sP; P)-environment for Pr ,
◦ Q is an (∅; RQ; sQ; Q)-environment for Qr ,
◦ P and Q are compatible.
The observations collected below partially correspond to both Remark 39 and
Remark 43. Those comments will allow us to take advantage of the main theorems of
Appendix A while reasoning modulo arbitrary substitutions.
Remark B.1. The following observations about Translations B1 and B2 do hold:
1. On Translation B1: Let P and Q be as in Translation B1 and let  be any
substitution from names to names. By construction, for some Pr without homonymy
either among bound names or among free and bound names P≡ Pr where
– Pr ∈ rsp(Dm(r(vPv ::P))P; [P]s(
v
P
v :: P)
′P
P),
– P = r(vP
v ::P)′′P (
c(vP
v)n),
– ′P; 
′′
P are, respectively, the refreshment of the bound names of P and the re-
freshment of the names in Im(r(vP
v ::P)).
Similarly, for a suitable Qr without homonymy of names and suitable substitutions
′Q; 
′′
Q , it holds that Q≡ Qr where
– Qr ∈ rsp(Dm(r(vQv ::Q))Q; [Q]
s(vQ
v ::Q)
′Q
Q),
– Q = r(vQ
v ::Q)′′Q (
c(vQ
v)n).
2. On Translation B2: Let (vP ::P; 
v
Q ::Q) ∈ TrO((P1; P2);S(P;Q)) then
– P≡ Pr ∈ rsp((Dm(sP))sP; [P]s(vPv :: P)sP(c(vPv)n)),
– Q≡ Qr ∈ rsp((Dm(sQ))sQ; [Q]s(
v
Q
v ::Q)sQ(c(vQ
v)n)),
where
– Pr and Qr are without homonymy of names,
– sP stays for the restriction substitution r(vP
v ::P),
– sQ stays for the restriction substitution r(vQ
v ::Q),
– v is a variable substitution for both vP and 
v
Q,
– n is an admissible name substitution for Im(c(vP
v))∪ Im(c(vQv)).
3. The above observations guarantees that the main statements about operational cor-
respondence recalled in Appendix A
(Theorems A.9, A.10, and Proposition A.11) can be revisited by letting
– P be substituted by P,
– Q be substituted by Q,
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– P be substituted by vP
v,
– Q be substituted by vQ
v,
– P− be substituted by (P)
−,
– etc.
We can now prove the coincidence result for open semantics.
Proof of Theorem 36. For the proof of both the ‘if’ and the ‘only if’ directions, we
suppose that a given relation S witnesses the hypothesis. Then the actual statement
is shown to hold by transforming the relation S along the guide-lines described in
Translation B1 and Translation B2.
(Only if) Assume that a relation S⊆ ∼O there exists with (L ::P1; L ::P2)∈S.
By construction (P1; P2)∈Trv(S). We now show that Trv(S)⊆∼O .
Letting (P; Q)∈Tr((vPv ::P; vQv ::Q)), it is a matter of proving that for all
substitutions 
whenever P
→P′ with bn() fresh
then Q
→Q′ and (P′ ; Q′)∈Trv(S)
The proof is by case analysis, and each case has the following structure.
Assume P
→P′
⇒ By Theorem A.9 and Remark B.1 it follows that P 〈P;CP〉→ P′ with <CP =vPv and
a given relationship between P and  and between P′ and the pair (
v
P
v; P′). Also,
if the action P uses a name as subject – i.e. if P = 
; 
[x=y] – then by Proposi-
tion A.11 and Remark B.1 it follows that the equivalence class of such a channel
name is deHned in the environment vP
v. This fact partially satisHes the hypothe-
ses which are necessary for the forthcoming application of the revisited version of
Theorem A.10
⇒ By <CP =vPv and by Proposition 34 it follows that vP unionmulti 〈[CP]〉vP = 6.
⇒ vP ::P
f−.O vP′ ::P′ with some precise relationship between P and f(Im(v))
and hence between  and f(Im(v)).
⇒ By (vP ::P; vQ ::Q) ∈S some vQ′ ::Q′ there exists such that vQ ::Q
f−.O vQ′ ::Q′
and (vP′ ::P
′; vQ′ ::Q
′) ∈S.
⇒ Q 〈Q;CQ〉→ Q′ with vQ unionmulti 〈[CQ]〉vQ = 6 and a sharp relationship between Q and
f(Im(v)) and then, by transitivity, between Q and .
⇒ By the hypothesis that v is a variable substitution for vQ and by Proposition 34
it follows that <CQ=vQv.
⇒ By Remark B.1 and Theorem A.10 it comes that Q →Q′ with a relation-
ship between P′ and Q
′
 which guarantees that (P
′
 ; Q
′
) ∈ Trv(S). In fact, it holds
that (vP′ ::P
′; vQ′ ::Q
′) ∈S. Moreover, if  is not an input action then just (P′ ; Q′)∈
Tr((vP′
v ::P′; vQ′
v ::Q′)). Otherwise (P′ ; Q
′
) ∈ Tr((vP′ ::P′; vQ′ ::Q′)) for 
which coincides with v on the common domain and extends it with a new
component {c=vm+1}. Such a component makes ground the last generated
variable.
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(If) Assume now that the relation S⊆∼O is given, and that (P1; P2)∈S. By con-
struction (L ::P1; L ::P2)∈TrO((P1; P2);S). We now show that TrO((P1; P2);S) is
a strong bisimulation contained in ∼O .
Let (vP ::P; 
v
Q ::Q)∈TrO((P1; P2);S(P;Q)). Also suppose that vP ::P
f−.O vP′ ::P′
and let  be any variable substitution for vP′
⇒ P 〈P;CP〉→ P′ with vP unionmulti 〈[CP]〉vP = 6 and a Hxed relationship between P and
f(Im()).
⇒ By Propositions 35 and 34 it holds that <CP =vPv where v = frag(; vP)
⇒ By Remark B.1 and Theorem A.10 it follows that P →P′ with a precise
relationship between P′ and 
v
P′ ::P
′ and between  and P , that is between  and
f(Im()). The ground observation f(Im()) is in turn related to f(Im(v)) in the
obvious way.
⇒ By (P; Q)∈S it follows that Q →Q′ with (P′ ; Q′)∈S.
⇒ By Remark B.1 and Theorem A.9 it comes that Q 〈Q;CQ〉→ Q′ with <CQ=vQv and a
Hxed relationship between Q′ and 
v
Q
v ::Q′ and between Q and , that is between
Q and f(Im(v)).
⇒ By Proposition 34 it comes that vQ unionmulti 〈[CQ]〉vQ = 6. Hence the thesis follows.
In fact vQ ::Q
h−.O vQ′ ::Q′ and by the assumed generality of  and by Proposi-
tion 35 it derives that the two functions fand h are point-wise equal. Moreover, by
(P′ ; Q
′
)∈S and the assumption on  it also holds that (vP′ ::P′; vQ′ ::Q′)∈TrO((P1;
P2);S(P′;Q′)).
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